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SANTA FE NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 19 13.
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BUT NO CASH THERE.
ed, Including, It is said, the Spanish ing them. The two listened attentive-- and ot,Bwa reardini; changes in the and 1313 was delivered to district
med by Secretary Wilson and Gov- - able book by express In violation oi
!ly to the examination of veniremen. Canadian tariff or the renewal of ef- - torney Whitman today from the office
consul.
the interstate commerce law.
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 29. Burglars
A further movement of rebel troops !lhe prosecutor asked the veniremen fort8 to get reciprocity between theiof the secretary of state at Albany. emor Ammons.
'
The verdict was read to Judge Car who broke Into the store of Graybeal
May Employ Srikebreaker's.
States and Canada. Mr. Bor- - These documents were demanded by.
from the district of Victoria toward if they would be willing to convict on '
;
i
i
rr
prnter, as Judge Mack, the trial and Cline here early this morning rer.MriH in mca-o..ia h huri r,n o,,r.h nnmnoo in Mr. Whitman for use in his investiga- - Trinidad. Colo.. Nov. 28. Written
A.oi0i iIiIm Vnn of the
Am- judge, was obliged to go to New York moved from the safe valuable papers,
ceived through railroad agents. The, talesmen aknowledged acquaintance mind on his present visit to Washing--1 tion of charges that campaign contrl instructions from Governor K. M.
noon
con- mens permitting men to seek employ- - Bl
were
extorted
from
Indana-jtostate
today. Sentence will be but secured no cash.
of
were
cut
doctors
at
woman
wires
jbutions
with "any
today
telegraph
Mack after his return
obtain-Harrfixed
southern
- tractors.
of
The safe waB not blown because-thicoal
fields
Revelations
in
Judge
Wilthe
hitherto
by
know
Bordem
visited
oent
them
President
northwest
miles
of
of
60
did
any
polls". Neither
Gonzales, about
Imprison-tha- t
Five
advised
are
notice was printed on the door,
years
here
of
course
Monday.
Tam-picin
the
Secthis
detecColorado
In
ed
with
11
o'clock
they
at
son
between
investigation
providing
C. Webster, the private
company
Tampico. Train service
1
the strike conditions exists as ment is the maximum penalty for the "Please don't blow this safe. It
and Victoria has been suspended tlve who is su posed to be the princl-- j retary Bryan, who called for the have concerned only contributions to
.uilocked."
!
.
were
,
pre-offense.
the
Democratic
fund.
,
Bta'.utes,
at
the
the British embassy.
i.aJJl
campaign
required by
A
Mexico City, Nov. 28. American pal witness for the prosecution.
(premier
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
DELEGATIONS WERE
TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

WINTER GROCERY GO.
PHONE 40.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ALL
SIZES.
COAL,

ANTHRACITE

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

DENVER

T- -

& S. F, Railroad Depot.

& RIO GRANDE

LID

WAS LIFTED

YOUNG

at

CLIMATE FOLDER

OFF

BY

CONGRESSMAN

A

Blood Disorders

A Remedy That Has Shown
a Most Remarkable

TELLS OF CITY'S
GREATEST ASSET

Purifying Effect

RAILROAD

THE

RAILWAY

IC

,ST. LOUIS, IRON

CO.

CO.

& SOUTHERN CO.

MOUNTAIN

(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO

DriWER,

COLORADO SPRINGS

and PUEBLO,

Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN

POINTS

AND SOUTHERN

TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern
TRAVELERS

high-cla- ss

service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain.

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
oints Denver & Rio
Pacific Railwav-Th- e
Roval
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.

THROUGH LINE
Gorge-Feath-

f

Grande-Wester-

er

FOR INFORMATION

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
.05 " lb.

'....$

Ground Charcoal,

.

.

.

$ .03
nr

$l3

"

--

"

flr tWl.

(
pCI
The climate folder, neatly printed on
fine paper, profusely illustrated and
CONSERVATION CONGRESS HOW answering many a question, concerning the effects of high altitude in the
IT WAS DONE.
chase for the cure, has been mailed to
the members of the Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce. Extra copies may
(By Gilson Gardner.)
be obtained by applying to the secvv
as,
How
D.
Nov.
C,
Washington,
tary of the chamber at his office In At Last Too Can Oft Rid of Blood Troubles
silly it would be to turn over to the thr Old Barracks.
.
. S.
water
the
states
forests, public lands,
Accompanying the climate booklet The word Medicine Is one of the most
powers and other natural resources came
the following explanatory letter aMised In our language.
are
There
nr cnnfrnllpri liv the fpdernl
8ent out
the President H. H. Dor
rtaln medicinal properties just as necesgovernment is well illustrated by the man
food
we
the
eat
as
to
Take,
beallh
sary
medicine S.
f r example,
the
case of Alabama.
"We
a copy of
8.
This famous blood purifier contains
One of the most spectacular things the new enclose, herewith,
climate folder, the first pub medicinal components just as vital and es-ofthat happened in the conservation lication ever
ntlal to healthy Mood as the elements
devoted entirely to what wtieat,
roast beef, the fats and the sugars
congress was the exposure of the way
consider
of
the
make up our daily ration.
asset
many
greatest
(h:it
in which the power trust had packed
As a matter of fact, there Is one
Fe. In this first issue a number
Santa
In
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
8. 8. S. which serves the
the delegations from a number of
of corrections should Be made. This active purpose of stimulating each eellular
southern and western states. Ala
office will be glad to have all errors part of the body to the healthy and JudiODS, Electricity plays a most Imporbama was the classic example of their
selection of Its own essential nutrl-nmade th us
pointed out and suggestions
work.
nr. That Is why It regenerates the blood
tant part.' The grandfather would
Mhich will improve the reprint.
It siii l.Iy; why It has Such a tremendous InOn the floor of the convention a
e
has been said by those in a position fluence in overcoming Itheumatlsm, Catarrh
be amazed at the radiance of the
man
stood
and
up
announcing to know
young
the Stomach and Intestines, skin erupthat this folder is the best of
tions and all blood troubles.
himself as a member of the Alabama
To
all
this
ern
and
why
light?
and most concise climate advertiseGet a bottle of S. 8. 8. at any
delegation, took off the lid. In a most ment that has ever come to their store, and In a few days yon will drug
not
make the home more homelike to make
sensational way he showed how the
inly feci bright and energetic, but you will
S. is premembers of the Alabama delegation notice. While the careful physician be the picture of new life. S. S. The
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Swift
only In the laboratory of
had been appointed at the instance of can obtain the most ample and accur-- pared
Swift
210
Co.,
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.,
Specific
of
ate
information
the
technical
part
for father, mother and children. CJood light
the Alabama Power, Light and Tracwho maintain a very efficient medical deread-- ' nartmcnt where all who have any niooa
tion company. Governor O'Neill did the subject has been made so
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
able and attractive that the layman! disorder of a stubborn nature may consult
the nominal appointing.
(He is Un- will be
equally interested and in
CT(,rTWhre b drug stores.
desired.
derwood's friend and supporter.) The
department and general stores.
real selection was made by the pres- formed.
Pon't permit anyone to sell you a sub- a
Thoco fnU.n
fra ttofi
ident of the Alabama Power, Light &
stltute. Insist upon 8. S. S,
Traction Co. Senator Bankhead head- button and may he had on application
at this office. They are so made that MOTE FROM DEAD
ed the delegation as chairman.
ACTRESS TO SISTER
This young man C. L. Watts is his they fit the usual commercial enveso light that no extra
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 28 A note
name, and he is secretary to Repre lope and are
letter will he written by Elizabeth Peritz, of New
sentative Richardson of Alabama and postage on a
Vork, the actress who committee sui
clerk to the house committee on pen needed."
cide by swallowing poison In a hotel
sions at the risk of his job, told these
here last Monday night, was publishfacts: The delegation, he said, in ad- MR. AND MRS. SAY RE SPEND
DAY AT BALTIMORE. ed here today. The note, which was
dition to Senator Bankhead and Conaddressed to her sister, was given
gressman Burnett of Alabama, was
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Nov.
28. The to the authorities by Oscar Freedman,
Md.,
Baltimore,
of
T.
of
W.
Lay,
president
composed
brother-in-law- .
It read:
IENT as to touch the button and
the Alabama Power company, J. W. White House bridal couple, Mr. and si
Mrs. Francis Bowes Sayre, spent this "Dear Rose:
Worthington, vice president of the
"I have been very sick.
your stove is ready to cook your
I had to
Alabama Power, Light & Traction morning in Baltimore and had their
have
an
Mrs.
and
with
luncheon
operation
performed
Thanksgiving
day
comIron ready to use, your toasted
company, which is the holding
T. Harrison Garrett at Evergreen, the when
get up I will have to have anpany for the Alabama Power comon Charlfs other one. I have been In hard luck
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacupany and several other smaller com- Garrett country estate
and have sold my diamonds. If you
street.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
panies, Frank S. Washburn, one of the
According to Mrs. Garrett's secre- don't hear from me again before Nov.
directors of the Alabama Power, Light
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatat 15, go to the home of Mrs. Fox at
& Traction, the general counsel of tary, Mr. and Mrs. Sayre arrived
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
400
ed
57th
West
Street
and
this
get
my
morning by automobile
the same concern, the son of one of Evergreen
Don't give her any information.
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
the Alabama congressmen, and two and left in the same way at about trunk.
Don't tell mother. Kiss babies for me.
other members who at all times voted 3 p. in. Tlieir visit was guarded with
day and night' Estimates and full inforDon't call at 400 West E7th Street unwith the majority of the delegation. the closest secrecy and it was said til
mation cheeerfully given.
15th
or
after.
the
Watts showed that this power mer that It was not known where they
had
"Lovingly,
the
Indications
gone,
although
96
cent
of
owns
the developper
ger
"LIZZIE."
ed commercial power in Alabama, and that they had returned to WashingThe body of the actress was taken
that they have under their coutrol ton. They were accompanied by Mr. fo
Mrs. Robert Garrett.
Brooklyn this afternoon.
1,300,000 horsepower, developed and and
undeveloped, in the state.
Santa Fe Want Ad is cheap but it
He showed how the state of Ala- SEWARE OF OINTMENTS
sure does the work. Try one and be
FOR CATARRH THAT
bama in 1907 granted to this power
CONTAIN MERCURY convinced.
merger all the rights that the state aa
will surely destroy
the
mercury
were
to
have
grantkept. They
ought
ed the right of eminent domain, the sense of smell and completely derange
the whole systemwliri
entering it
right to .manufacture, they were exSuch
empted from taxation for a period of through the mucous surfaces.
20 years, they were given the right to articles should never be used except
the use of the beds of all navigable on prescriptions from reputable physiLicense Numbers,
streams in Alabama without coming cians, as the damage they will do is
Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
to the legislature for permission; in ten fold to the good you can possibly
Postoffice.
to
Door
Next
THE SANITARY
Hall's Catarrh
effect the state has granted away to derive from them.
this group of power interests all of its Cure, manufactured by P. J. Cheney
1
& Co., Toledo, 0 contains no mercury,
SHDRTOBDERBESTflURfiNT
sovereign authority.
Watts then showed that these rep and is taken Internally, acting directly
1
REGULAR MEALS.
resentatives of this special interest upon the blood and mucous surfaces
In buying Hall's
are the kind of "representatives of the of the system.
Open
Day and
Catarrh Cure be Bure you get the
people" who want to "conserve" the
Best
Most Modern.
Equipped,
is
taken internally and
natural resources of Alabama by hav genuine. It
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
made In Toledo, Ohio, by P. J. Cheney
turn
over
the
federal
Dinner
Parties.
ing
government
Special
& Co., Testimonial free.
to the states all its public lands, for
Sold by druggists.
Price 75c per
ests and power sites and allow the
bottle.
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
;:
states to "protect" them as Alabama
Take Hall's Family Pills foi
- - NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE,
has done.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
Young Watt's exposure followed an
of Satisfaction Ouaranteed.
impassioned speech by Senator Bankhead of Alabama, who had deplored
the failure of the attempted
Coost
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
river dam steal.
"I myself was appointed at the in
stance of the president of this power
company," said Watts, "but he didn't
know how I was going to vote!" Watts
showed that it was the plan of the
Alabama delegation to prevent discussion of the report of the water
YOUR FREIGHT
ASK FOR TICKETS
power committee on the floor of the
congress and to throw the report into
the committee on resolutions. "They
said to me," continued Watts, "what
FRESH FRUIT
we want is to get the report into the
in
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
committee on resolutions and then
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
Pacific
Mexico
New
Mexico,
Arizona,
we'll fix It! And," he continued, "the
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden, Wine
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
president of the Alabama Power, Light
Goast,
Sap, Black Ben and many other varieties of Apples.
& Traction company is the member
FRESH VEGETABLES
from Alabama on the committee on
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, Califor.
resolutions!"
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
The convention broke into a pandeOnions, Mangos, Celery.
monium of cheering as Watts concludROOT VEGETABLES
ed his dramatic
statement. Neither
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
Parsnips, Sweet Spuds,
Senator Bankhead
nor any other
Onions, Cabbage, Hubbard Squash, Fine White Spuds.
member of the Alabama delegation atNEW NUTS
tempted to answer the charges made
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
by young Watts.
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts,
The latest figures of the department of labor show that retail prices
ALSO
of the principal articles of food in
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
forty of the most important industrial
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
states of the United States on August
Currants, Pop Corn.
15 were higher, with the one excepFor Rates and Full Information, Address
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
tion of sugar, than at any time in the
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
EI Paso, Texas.
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
history of the country.
FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
Comparing these prices with averPOULTRY
age prices for the
period between 1890 and 1899 every article exTurkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
cept mi ear advanced. These adFRESH FISH
vances .were as follows: bacon 139
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
per cent; pork chops 124.5 per cent;
8MOKED FISH
round steak 104.4 per cent; smoked
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
ham, 92.2 per cent; sirloin steak, 79.3
!
MEATS
per cent; rib roast, 76.5 per cent; poKosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal, Spare-RibHome-mad- e
tatoes, 75.2 per cent; hens, 73.2 per
Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
Swift Premium Hams and Bacon.
CHEESE
As Xmas
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
Cream, Brick, Limburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
well
of
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-atel- ,
WINDOWS, DOORS
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.
of
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EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

FROM

NOVEMBER

mod-hom-

WFS&m

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

THE

Yell Defiance

.

CAPITAL COAL YARD

eoal

PACKED

cent ; lard, 69.3 per cent j eggH 66.4 per
cent; corn meal, 60 per cent; butter
41 per cent; milk 38.8 per cent. Sugar
declined 2.3 per cent.

FRIDAY,

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,'N.

M.

N'

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Majestic Cafe j

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

v

66-4-

I

I

L. A. HUGHES,

L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

J.

Secretary.

CRICHTON,

Manager

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HE-A.IDQ(U.ITEI-

FOR

S

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-in- g
Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

our Business Solicited.'
Phone

100 and

J5 W.

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Night.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

I

GET THE

I

HOT!

SHIP

FROM SANTA FE

and all points
and to the
to Torrance thence.

via

Ruta-Bag-

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY
ROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'The WestPoint of (be Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
S Located In the beautiful Pecos
Vllej.8,700teetabove seslevel,
unatalne every day. Ooea alt
work throughout the entire aes-loConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
elaewhere In America. Fourteen office and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
egenta

:

E. A. CAHOON, President.
E. RHEA,

J.

Agt,

ten-ye-

YOURSELF AS

COL.

JAS.W.WILLSON, Sept.

I. J.
11

SAWYFR

Villi

San Francisco St.

XMAS GIFT

Gift nothing equals the
a
a
made,
personal charm
yourwell mounted photograph
self. We are now ready for you.

AND MOULDING

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
e Far particulars and illustrated cats-aguaddress,
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MODERN GROCERY CO.

THE GRAY STUDIOS
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CONGRESS PLAYING CARDS
GIVEN AWAY WITH TUXEDO

The

American

Tobacco Company

smokers
ia, in literal truth, giving all
will
a chance for a new deal. As you
notice, if you watch the newspaper
in the
advertisements and the signs
windows, you can get a beauti-

dealers'
ful pack of gold edged Congress playevery ninety cent
ing cards free with Tuxedo
of
smoking
glass humidor
tobacco.
These cards are the
brand known by the r. S. Playing
Card Company and retailing everywhere for fifty cenis a pack. Nothing
like starting an evening's social play
with a nice clean new deck of these
cards: especially in a
mixed party, for the. ladies always
appreciate new cards to play with.
The makers of Tuxedo emphasize
the fact, in giving away these cards
that Tuxedo is really a "home smoke"
and can be smoked in the presence of
ladies without giving offense. It has
men
long been the boast of Tuxedo can
that it is the only tobacco which
be smoked in a closed room without
curleaving traceB of odor in the lace
tains, furnishings, etc. The experiment has often been tried and house

wives testify that there is none of the
"rfonrlnpss" generally noticed in the
air, but that only a mild fragrance re
mains from the tobacco smoke ot tne
night before.
The men who intend to surprise
their little social card parties with
these new decks of Congress cards are
advised to take early advantage of the
free offer, for the offer is qualified by
the supply
the statement "while
lasts." Co early and be sure.

Coffee
A ion of one ore may

contain $10 worth of gold,

well-know-

a ton of another ore,

worth.
coffee

$"J0

It's the sumo with
and

coffee

flavor.

Schilling's Best has more
lliivor than other coffees.
The best time to buy
ling's Best is today.

Schil-

SANTA ilA US SENDS MESS A GE
TO HIS SANTA FE FRIENDS
at Santa Fe, discusses
Santa Claus is already making plans ger, postmaster
to
the subject which is of interest
to distribute his Christmas gifts. His
to many
Daniel C. Roper, who every boy and girl and also
hand
man,
right
:
has the title of "first assistant post- a "grown-up"master general of the United States," Post Ofhce Department.
First Assistant Postmaster General,
has sent out a message to all postWashington.
masters from ocean to ocean, telling
them that "Santa" expects them to The Postmaster.
use extraordinary means at the hap- Sir:
Fvfvannlinarv measures bhotild be
py season to distribute the millions
of parcels which will rain from the devised by every postmaster accordcondiSanta Clans heaven.
ing to the special needs and
The mailing of parcels several days tions of 'Cs community to prevent any
of
or weeks ahead, bearing the words: delay in the dispatch and delivery
mail' during the Christinas season and
is
Christmas,"
until
be
to
"Not
opened
to this
encouraged, so that the overworked the arrangements necessary
be perfected well in
postal employes will not be deluged end should
of the rush period.
with mail on Christmas day.
Mail should not be permitted to acThe newspapers throughout the land
Employes
cumulate in post offices.
are also invited to help in the
to get the ninety million peo should he encouraged to put firth
tin.ir verv best efforts during
ple of this nation to make plans that
day season. While it is not desired
will lighten the labors of the post
emand insure the delivery of pres- to work undue hardship on the
must be
ents the day Santa Claus comes down ployes of the service, yet it
ilipnt in mind that the Christmas sea
the chimney.
- son Is an emergency recognized by the
Pfluesent
John
letter
The following
cam-naie-

the-holi-

e

department as justifying the employ-ment of clerks and earners tor more
than eight hours daily.
lie giveu
Special attention should
to supervision in order that the force
may be utilized to the best possible
advantage.
in
Patrons are vitally interested
the delivery of packages on or before
Christmas day. and every effort should
be put forth to make delivery of all
Christinas packages before the dose
of that day. Postmasters will lighten
their labors in this respect by assidof
uously seeking the cooperation
their 'patrons. A supply of placards,
urging early shipment and proper
wrapping of parcels, will be sent to
each postofliee within ten clays. These
should be displayed conspicuously in
ti,H inn in office and stations, as well
as in other public places and stores.
especially
It, should be advertised
that parcels may bear the words "Not
to be opened until Christmas," or similar inscription and that this together
with early shipment, insures the timeliness of Christmas gifls. whereas the
m
practice of mailing packages late
the hope that they will reach thei:
destination on Christmas day is likely to defeat its own object, through unavoidable delay due to the eonges-
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SCHOOL GIRLS

GAVE EXCELLENT PROGRAM
the pupils also
In the recitations
stored, showing the careful training
given by the various teachers of the
school.
The Thanksgiving Day scene,
r presenting the wonderful variety of
luces seen in America, with attractive
costumes from the faraway lands to
designate each group, was a striking
Miss
feature nt' the entertainment.
Wood, teacher of the advanced grades,
s
must have been pleased nt the
of this production.
The Allison School girls, 87 in num-- ;
lier, were regaled with a real Amer-- '
icun Thanksgiving day dinner at nooti
yesterday.

large audience enjoyed the
in given last night by the pupils
ot the Allison Mission School for girls
on Grant Avenue. Tlie program was
opened by an invocation by the Rev.
Then followed a
P. V.. McCollougli.
variety or selections by the pupils who
reflected much credit on their teachers. The singing in chorus was decidedly good, the pupils ranging from the
first to he tenth grades. All of them
had been drilled by Miss Florence
Drown, principal of the music department, who is a graduate of the Pea- body Conservatory in Italtimore.
enter-taim-

A

buc-ces-

I

tilon of the mails. Your newspapers FIVE MINUTE CURE
IF STOMACH IS BAD
will no doubt be willing to carry thin
information and repeat It from time
to time as news Items, if you will When "Pape's Diapepsin" Reaches
bring the necessity for it lo their atStomach All Indigestion, Gas and
tention.
Sourness Disappears.
Respect fully.
C.
DANIEL
ROPER,
(Sgd.)
You don't want a slow remedy when
First Assistant I'ostmaster Genera! your stomach is bad or an uncertain
one or a harmful one your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't injure it
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
with drastic drugs.
Pape's Diapepsin Is noted for its
De Vargas.
in giving relief; Its harmless-ii.ess- ;
speed
Mrs. Kdward Coley, Pennsylvania.
its certain unfailing action in
Mrs. Chus. Whitling, Pennsylvania.
regulating sick, sour gassy stomachs.
P. Coley, Pennsylvania.
It? millions of cureB In indigestion,
George P. Davidson. Louisville, Ky.
dyspepsia, gastritis and other stomach
T. W. Conway and wife, Uatou.
trouble has made it famous the world
H. V. Lyon, Roswell.
over.
W. Hall, Roswell.
Keep this perfect stomach doctor in
A. A. Buckmaster, Roswell.
your home keep it handy get a large
.f Kenny, Roswell.
fifty cent case from any drug store
Anna Straton, Raton.
and then if anyone should eat someC. Gillitte, Raton.
thing which doesn't agree with them;
E. E. Kobbins and wife, Raton.
of what they eat lays like lead, ferV. T. Thornton,
City.
ments and sours and forms gas;
P. K. Kelly, Las Vegas.
causes headache, dizziness and nauFrank Carron, Las Vegas.
sea; eructations of acid and undigestMr. Jose Montaner and wife, Taos.
ed food remember as soon as Pape's
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
T. C. Troutwan, Roswell.
Diapepsin comes in contact with the
Iftomach all such distress vanishes. Its
D. O. Murphey, Roswell.
Will R. Hull, Kansas City.
promptness, certainty and ease in
Montezuma.
overcoming the worst stomach disorders is a revelation to those who try
Dr. Tannus, City.
lit
Mateo Lujan and sons, City.
Cora Snntistevan, Taos.
'PASTURES IN NATIONAL
Manuelito. Gonzales, Taos.
FORESTS INCREASED.
Chas. A. Siringo, City.
George S. Tweedy, City.
The district, forester has announced
R. C. Bonney and wile, Cimarron.
William .1. Howes and guest Vormo- - that the secretary of agriculture has
recently extended the pasturage regujo Park.
lations In Arizona and New Mexico,
Fred Gregg, City.
William Gregg, City.
Heretofore, stockmen on national
forests have been able to secure
E. H. Baca and wife, City.
.1.
for the fencing of land for exDnokwalter, Denver.
Mrs. William Gregg, City.
clusive
pasturage purposes on the
'
basis of 320 acres for the first 200
Lorena Gregg.. City.
head ot cattle or their equivalent, and
Frank Kell, Wichita Falls, Texas.
an additional acre for each additional
A. D. Davis, Denver.
head. This acreage maximum has now
T, P. Martin, Taos.
been doubled for Arizona and New
.loe Rachufsky, Chicago.
Mexico, whereby "20 acres of fenced
Amalia Martinez, Velarde.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Martinez
pasturage can be secured for the first
Mrs. .1. O. H. Newby, Arroyo Seco. 100 head of cattle or their equivalent, and 2 acres additional for each
Victor Ulibarri, Albuquerque.
additional head, it is stated by for
E. F. Ulibarri, Albuquerque.
est officials that this should meet the
J. G. Valde-z- , Albuquerque.
needs of the Jive stock interests,
R. Ortiz, Albuquerque.
enclosures for the
which require
R. F. Martin, Cerrillos.
the
of
saddle
J. h. O. Swinney, Aztec.
stock,
holding
L. B. Baughman, Fnrmington.
holding of beef stock before shipL. C. Edwards, Ocean Park, Cat.
ment, as weaning pastures, lambing
pastures, and for carrying poor stock
The following newsboys partook of through the spring months.
he Newsboys Thanksgiving Dinner;
In exceptional cases where an exAntonio Pino.
cessive amount of fenced enclosure
Horatio Costello.
is necessary to properly handle stock
Alexander Romero.
under permit, as
on national
"
'" for instance, forests,
J
Eddy Lynch.
the raising of thoroughManuel Pino.
bred cattle, as much as 40 acres per
Leopoldo Romero.
head has been allowed by the forest
Ricardo Alarid.
service.
Arthur Valencio.
Julio Gonzales.
Work tor tne New Vexlcan. It It
Cosme Salas.
working for you, for Banta Fe M.4
Julius Sisneros.
the new state.
Pablo Casadas.
'
Jose Romero.
Paulino Casadas.
j
Santos Maestas.
Willie Thayer.
ONE DOSE OF
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
Should Convince You That Your
Suffering Is Unnecessary.
i

j
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CONGRESS
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PlaymgCards

i

Tobacco
FREE with a 90c Glass Humidor of TUXEDO
TUXEDO is unique in every way. One desirable,
smoke
exclusive feature is the fact that you can
Tuxedo where ladies are present, knowing absolutely
that they, as well as yourself, will enjoy its delicate,This free offer of Congress Playaromatic fragrance.

Ill

III

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

Convenient Pouch 5c
Humidor 50c and 0e

Olw

fPfi
BrPrCmlf
zsisjriiyLjr

jjfc&a(C4.

I

call special attention to TUXEDO
ing Cards is made to
as a "Home Smoke."
U. S. Play-in- s
These Congress Cards, made by the
Card Co., are the recognized world s standard,
back designs,
sold everywhere for 50c. The exquisite
are a
clear, artistic faces and heavily gilded edges feel of
The texture or
delight to every card player.
other card
Congress Cards is not equalled by any
made.

J
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I-

"

-

'

'
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BAD STOMACH ?

THE WEATHER

The range of temperature yesterday

was from 30 to 40; the range of humidity was from liti to 80 the average,
74

The

Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

Our confidence that TUXEDO will delight
sanest of
everyone is based on the solidest, all other
reasoni- -it is absolutely different from
tobaccos. That isn't just an opinion, it's a fact.
made from the very best
BURLEY leaf Kentucky grows. After this leaf
is mild,
is ripened, cured and aged until it
mellow and fragrant, ive go a step further.
That step is the original "Tuxedo Process"
known only to ourselves and does two things.
It removes absolutely every trace of sting and
extra delicacy of
bite, and develops a certain
those about
and
fragrance which the smoker
him notice with equal pleasure.

TUXEDO

i

A M! IJ

is

FREE

lowest,

Conditions.
low
The barometer is relatively
over the plains region, the southern
Rocky mountain and southwest, while
is
to the northwest high barometer

.

.--

TOBACCO

COMPANY

Cards. All dealers who
We want every dealer In Santa Fe to be supplied with these Congress Playing
TUXEDO
do
so
at
can
Headquarters, Montezuma
Cards
by calling
not yet secured a supply of these Playing
Main
225.
'Phone
tel.

8 in 1911.

Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
partly cloudy, probably threatening
and slightly cooler; Saturday generally fair.
For New Mexico: Tonight and Saturday generally fair in south portion,
probably
portion,
cloudy iu north
rain; somewhat colder Saturday.

nointment.

Dealers have only a limited
...onlv of CONGRESS
Attain more. Get a 90c ulass
r A one .I
Humidor of TUXEDO and atk for the FREE pack
of CONGRESS PLAYING CARDS.
THE AMERICAN

Special Notice to Dealers:

Highest temperature this date last
this
50 ; Lowest temperature
date last year, 10. Extreme this date,
41 years record, highest.
60 in 1878;
year,

Look for Free Offer sign on
a dealer' window today and
'

per cent.

It was a clear, warm, pleasant day,
with a mean temperature of fi degrees
above the average. It was one of the
finest days for thanksgiving seen in
Santa Fe.
The temperature at 8 a. ni. today
was 31 in this city. In oilier cities
it was as follows;
Amarillo, 42; Bismarck, 26; Boise,
34; Cheyenne, 26; Dodge City, 48;
24; Flagstaff, 30; Grand Junction, 34; Heuela, 24; Kansas City, 56;
Lander, 28; Los Angeles, 50; RIodena.
30; Oklahoma, 58; Phoenix, 48; Portland, 40; Pueblo, 2(i; Rapid City, 28;
Hoseburg, 40; Jtoswell, 36; Salt Lake,
34; San Francisco, 48; Spokane, 34;
Tonopah, 26; Winnemticca, 18.
Local Data.

i
I

j

central over California and Nevada.
Considerable cloudiness is present,
and rain has occurred in western Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Oregon and WashTemperatures continue mod
ington.
erate, although lower in Nevada. Conditions favor partly cloudy and slighttoly cooler weather in this section
have night; Saturday generally fair.
Ho- -

Recommended for Chronic Indigestion and Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Ailments.
Thousauds of people, some right in
your own locality, have taken Mayr's
Remedy for
Wonderful Stomach
AilStomach, Liver and Intestinal
ments, Dyspepsia, Pressure of Gas
Around the Heart, Sour Stomach, Distress After Eating, Nervousness, DizHeadziness, Fainting Spells, Sick
aches, Constipation, Torpid Liver, etc.,
and are praising and recommending
it highly to others so that they may
also know the joys of living. Mayr's
Wonderful Stomach Remedy is the
best and most widely known Remedy
for the above ailments. Ask your
druggist for a bottle today. Put it to
a ,est one dose should convince. It
is marvelous in its healing properties
and its effects are quite natural as it
acis ou the source and foundation of
stomach ailments and in most cases
rebrings quick relief and permanent
sults. This highly successful Remedy
has been taken by the most prominent people, and those in all walks
of life, among them Memoers oi
rnnproM. Justice of the Supreme
Court, Educators, Lawyers, Merchants,
Bankers, Doctors, Druggists, jsurses.
Ministers,
Priests,
Manufacturers,
TTarmaPO With lastine benefit ana it
should be equally successful in your
case. Send for free valuable oooKie
on Stomach Ailments to Geo. H. Mayr,
Whiting Street,
Mfg. Chemist,
154-15-

Chicago,
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try It.

Ads.

always

111.

For sale in Santa Fe, by Butta
;
Drug Store, West Side ot Plaza,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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FRIDAY,

TORRES MAKES GOOD
CROSS IN 20 ROUNDS.
SHOWING WITH MATHEWS.
28. Joe
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov.
Albuquerque, Nov. 28. In a bout
Rivers the Los Angeles Mexican, de- that was featured by considerable
feated Leach Cross, the New York clinching, but with flashes of fighting
lightweight, in twenty rounds of fight- that had the fans on their feet, and
ing at the Vernon arena yesterday. which was remarkable for the show
After two knockdowns in the fourth ing made by the local boy, Jack Tor- JOE RIVERS WINS OVER

J

BASEBALL STARS WHOSE
OFTEN

.

NAMES ARE NOT IN BOX SCORE

the grounds of the Indians

and was

The Deaf school's team

MOST VALUABLE TO THE TEAM.

and ninth rounds, Cross showed

s

marv-lre-

and Pierce Mathews battled

ten

,an exciting on, though it will be seen eious recuperative powers and fought rounds to a draw decision before the
by the score that the Deaf school had brilliantly, but could not overcome the N. M. A. C. at Elks theater last night.
!a walk over.
lead of Rivers.
Though Mathews carried the fight
defeated the
f?auta Fe high school girls on November 15 by a score of 21 to 16 and now
feel so confident that a challenge Is
Issued to ANY girls' basket ball team
in the city.
The Indian school boys, having defeated the Deaf school boys on November 15 by a score of 25 to 21, have
arranged for a return game on the
Deaf school grounds for tomorrow afternoon. Game starts at 2 p. m.

Cross had a marked advantage in most of the way, and had Torres bleed
the closing
five rounds, while Rivers led in thir- ing from the nose in

NOVEMBER

28, 1913.

ALL IN READINESS FOR
ARMY-NAVGAME.
8. Forty
New York. Nov.
West
Point cadets, the army football squad
accompanied by Coach Daly, arrived
in New York today, preparatory to

the annual gridiron struggle tomorrow
The battalion of cawith the navy.
dets will come down in a body tomorrow. The navy squad came to town
last night.
The Middies will follow secret practice this forenoon at the grounds. The
soldiers had their last workout this
afternoon.

teen, Referee George Blake's deci- rounds, he found the local lightweight
a tough boy' with a dangerous haysion was popular with the crowd.
had flash- KID WILLIAMS HAS NO TROUThe most spectacular of the twen- maker at. all times. Torres
BLE BEATING LODI MAN,
were sensational, but he
ty rounds was the nineteenth, when es that
or covered up,
Cross, apparently tired and beaten, clinched repeatedly,
to
Milwaukee Wis., Nov. 2S. "Kid"
'.lectrified his supporters by leaping making it difficult for Mathews
Math- Williams, of Baltimore, easily outifter Rivers and fighting hint off his reach him. It must he said for
feet.
At the bell the Mexican was ews that he fought a hard fight and pointed Dick Lodiman, of New Castle,
gave the best that was in him. Espe- Pa., in a ten round no decision boxing
hanging on.
was the St. Louis boxer's contest at 111! pounds here yesterday.
Rivers' first knockdown was scored cially goodin the tenth and last
round, Williams had the belter of every
showing
n the fourth, with a short left, hook
STORY IS
A LUDICROUS
when he started off at a whirlwind round except the third. The Balti" THE GIRL FROM MUMMS.'' o the jaw. Cross remained down for pace and had Torres fighting desper- more lad secured one knockdown in
count of nine. Rivers repeated
Hut Torres was equal to the the first, with a right jolt to the jaw
Sheehan & Beck's beautiful produc he
his feat in the twelfth, flooring Cross ately.
occasion.
and floored Lodiman twice in the sectlou of "The Girl From lluimiis," the
to
ith
i'
and
left
the
swings
'dainty and fascinating Parisian music-- j 'ace. right
"Fat" ond session with a fusillade of
The decision of Referee
was
Cross
dazed
and
plainly
Olive Vail,
al comedy, with Miss
Shearn was satisfactory to the majormore took the count of nine.
meri :' popular comedienne, will be .ice
ity of the fans, because of Torres' unthe al .faction at the Elks theater on
usually good showing and bis game-tiess- . FORMER WESTERN LEAGUE
i'HE PRESIDENT WILL
MANAGER IS DEAD
December 1.
Mathews scored the only clean
GAME.
SEE
Des Moines, la., Nov. 2S. William
"The Girl From Mumms" is unlike
knockdown pf the bout, which came
'the usual run of musical comedies in
to Dwire, once manager of the Des
A left hook
in the third round.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2S. Presid- Torres' chin as he was coming in sent Moines Western league team and its
that, it has a strong ludicrous story
which runs throughout the three acts ent Wilson and party left here at 12:30 him down, but he was in no distress, leader when it gained the league chami keeping the audience in fits of laugh! o'clock for New York over the Penn- jumping to his feet immediately.
pionship in 1909, died at Waterbury,
Ct., early today, according to a mesier, anxiously wondering what will sylvania railroad to attend the army-navfootball game. Accompanying NEW MEXICO AGGIES
here this afternoon.
sage received
come next.
Tuberculosis was the cause of death.
j
The music is tuneful, melodious an him were Secretary Daniels of the
FOOTBALL CHAMPIONS;
borders on the novelty, to tne extern navy; Secretary Tumulty, Dr. Cary T.
BEAT ROSWELL 15 TO
JIMMY CLABBY WINS
iof sixteen distinct hits, the whistle- - Grayson, U. S. N; Miss Eleanor WilFROM FRANK LOGAN.
kind, among which are: "Morning son and Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bowes
Roswell, N. M., Nov. 28. The Ag
S.
San Francisco, Nov.
'"Everything Lies in Sayre.
eleven of Las GraConstitutional,"
ricultural
College
Jimmy
.
WIHTK
THE
"KID"
GLEASON,
Cleo."
The president, and members of his ces, wrested the football champion- - Clabby, the Hammond, Ind., middleStill," "Captivating
Keeping
iSOX ASSISTANT MANAGER,
Dance,"
will
be guests of Colonel and ship of the southwest from the New weight, defeated Soldier Frank Logan,
"Kangaroo
"Homesick,"
family
'T
a Mrs. E. M. House in New York. Mr. j Mexico Military Institute by a score In the fourteenth round of scheduled
He still makes mistakes, but now he "Afternoon Tea," "No Fool Like
Italian
"Teach Me," "My
and Mrs. Sayre will sail early tomor- jof 15 to 7, yesterday. Neither eleven twenty-rounfight here today. Refights back and is as cocky as a boy Old Fool,"
"Waltz of
after his first shave. Confidence Iff'his Rose," "There's a Reason," Philadel- row for Europe. The president will Iscored on the first half. The Farmers feree Griffin stopped the unequal batleave New York for Washington atloutplayed the cadets in the last half, tle when Logan was "out on his feet."
middle name and he owes it all to the Night," "On the Road to
a big crowd saw the game.
phia." "We'd Like to Take Another midnight, tomorrow:
Gleason.
Gle'ason Look at Mary," "The Girl of Mumms
NEW, AND ADEQUATE
At the morning practice,
SEWER TO REPLACE OLD.
was boss. His stubby bat kept the in- - and Mine."
Its catchy music, pretty songs
field jumping on the high gear and if
Nov. 28. Steam shovels
ANIMAL
HEADDRESSES.
IN
HUNTING
GAME
DISGUISED
Pittsburgh,
the ball wasn't fielded to the critical sparkling comedy, clever novelty dan
were today employed in tearing up the
com
the
about
was
play
kept ing, everything
"Kid's" liking that fielder
remnants of the nine foot sewer,
QUAINT CUSTOMS OF THE WORLD'S QUEER PEOPLE.
bines to make it a great success.
hnev
letter ,nprfer.t.
....... ...
wrecked for a mile in the Lawrence-vill......J until
......
district by an explosion of sewer
uicuauu umuco uic
Callahan. He has a voice like a hshDebris has
gas last
Wednesday.
A
HAS
CHANCE
peddler and barks incessantly at the
clogged the channel and sewage and
COMEBACK
water backing up had undermined the
opposition. Between innings he is not
If a player
walls of a brewery, so that it was in
sparing with criticism.
of falling in. Two hundred
"pulls a boner" he hears of it when
danger
many
2S.
Nov.
Among
New
York,
40 yards from the coop and his general
were hurriedly driven into
watch
employes
worth
to
be
other tilings likely
worthlessness is dinned into him unthe street by city inspectors.
in the American League next, .'Jaing
of
the inning brings
til the end
Director of public works, John Her-roson, we might drag one to the fore
announced today that the city
call
u.;on
and
and tag it "Exhibit A"
would replace the wrecked sewer with
the rabble to look upon a "come back".
an adequate tunnel at a cost of
Frank Chance is going to test the
RING STARS WHO DEMAND THOUSANDS FOR SHORT BOOTS SELDOM truth of that well known assertion,
"they never come back," using as his
FRISCO RATE ORDERED
experimental piece of machinery King
!
SUSPENDED BY I. C. C.
THEIR
BEFORE
RING
SUCCESS
KNEW REAL MONEY
Cole, one time Cub pitcher and erstWashington, D. C, Nov. 2S. A sus
(while eminent barber in Chicago. It
pension was ordered today by the In
'mav be remembered that Cy Falkenterstate Commerce Commission until
comeback
a
did
the
pitcher,
Nap
berg,
March 29, next, of a tariff of the St.
died
which
during
season
the
during
RITCHIE
Louis and San Francisco railroad, prothe rainy days of October. One of the
HAD DEEW A
CROSS
posing to withdraw milling in transit
first things Cy did on his return from
CHAUFFUER
DENTIJT
(privileges on grain and seed now en
the minors was to peel off ten straight
IB
..Ml
C.
I .S.
joyed by shippers.
victores, which is a fair job for a man
who has once been stamped as though,
IN HOPE
CONFERRING
finished, done and ready for discard
OF SETTLING STRIKE
Falkenberg was there with his hair
Schnectady, N. Y., Nov. 28. For
in a braid, and American Association
three hours today Mayor Luun, two of
tipsters today are predicting as much
ficials of the General Electric comfor Cole. Having introduced Cole to
pany and seven representatives of the
high sccietyChauce knows just about
striking workmen were in conference
what he can do. The trouble with
in an effort to bring about peace in
Cole has appeared to have been that
the strike of 14,000 employes of the
he found paths that led to other places
General Electric company.
OF NIGERIA, WEST AFRICA
than fame, and strayed from the
straight and narrow. He did not keep
In Africa nearly all the natives are near enough to his game to make his WILSON'S VIEW OF MONROE
in condition and then came the skids.
shot or his blow certain. In some parts
DOCTRINE PLEASES J. BULL.
In the Association Cole sort of grew hunters because their living depends of
wear headNigeria the hunters
Washington, D. C, Nov. 28. White
up and got down to business, accord- largely on it. So the native is an ex dresses with horns like the antelope
exing to reports handed to Chance, pert at stalking game even human In our photograph is a member of tho House officials today Informally the
of
their appreciation
pressed
which, led him to put in a draft for the game. His
weapon is usually one with Nupe tribe with a head dress resemblspeech of Viscount Haldane, lord high
former star. He pitched giltedged ball a
very short range and he must get ing the hornhill.
chancellor of Great Britain in Loudon
for the Columbus team and kept himlast night, in which he lauded Presiself In shape.
dent Wilson interpretation of the MonCole will be but one of a couole of HOW
AMERICA'S RICHEST WOMAN LOOKS AT roe doctrine.
dozen new men picked up by Chance
INDIFFERENCE OF VOTERS
during the past season. Of the twenty-siLOSES INITIATIVE.
E AGE OF
players Chance took to Bermuda
Regina, Sak., Nov. 28. Indifference
last spring but ten are now on the
!of electors yesterday killed the possi
payroll. Of these sent to the discard
ble adoption of the initiative in the
Chase and Lelivelt are the only ones
province of Saskatchewan. While alIn
getin
fast
"WAS
to
remain
company.
ANEMSIE
JWOLQAJT
most all the vote cast was favorable
Yanks
the
next
for
.lined
year
up
NEWSBOY AND THE DENTIST, I'lC'K- - ting
to the issue, less than ten per cent of
in
PRETTY SOFT FOR THE FORMER CHAfFFEPR, RAILROADER,
filling
considerable
money
Bpent
the voters went to the polls and the
ING VP TilOFSANDS ANNUALLY AS FISTIC STARS.
out their hand. The top'price was put
proposition failed.
sacker
third
the
young
Gearv Steft'cn was a chauffeur a there was so much money in the Bat Nelson for the title and who up forMaisel,
was
in a short time to buy for whom the Baltimore club
earned
world.
enough
couple of years ago. While Ritchie,
handed $12,000. Outfielder Gilhooley
featherweight a Tew rich farms, sold newspapers cost
Kilbane,
Johnny
Steffen's nom de plume, made $25,000
$7,500.
Jersey City Club receivin
shoes
Milwaukee.
in
a
blacked
and
as
brakeman
champion, worked
ed $5,000 for Pitcher McRea, . Outin his last championship fight.
chamvies
a railway yards. Now his income
Billy Papke,
fielder Holden cost $,1,000, and $10,000
Ritchie knocked out Jose Rivers in w ith that of the same, road's president, pion, drove a milk wagon. George was
dumped into the Texas League
deMandot
Joe
lie owns his home and collects rent Chip was a miner and
?,3 minutes of actual "light11 rounds
and
and cakes for his father, for Williams, Reynolds, Whiteman
bread
net-te- i from five others.
livered
1913
and
ing. Purse
picture royalties
Rose. Cook cost $2,500, and with oth
Mm $75 a minute for every (iO
Johnny Coulon, bantam champion, a New Orleans baker.
bill for the
Chance's
er
expenditures
Gus Christie was a life guard at a
'
worked as a piano tuner in a Cincinseconds he fought.
SEEEHAM AND BECK
year ran up to about $30,000.
For handing Leach Cross an artistic nati piano store, of which his father btach near Milwaukee. Charley
a
was
chef
French
bantam,
the
PRESENT
was
New
manager.
York's partisan
trimming before
The National Commission probably
and Jimmy Clabby a newsboy.
Leach Cross, who fights every
$:!5S a
fans,, Ritchie received $1,750
THE DAINTY PARISIAN MUSICAL COMEDY
to
decide
be
is
to
compelled
going
Art Pelky, who killed Luther Mcand wants the lightweight
minute.
whether a man has to pay for the
A peep into the past shows that crown, practiced
dentistry in New Carthy, worked In New England
cow-toprivilege of playing in the world's sethe top notch boxers holding the stage York. Jack Dillon, who is camping woolen mills. Jess Willard was a
ries. At least that is the way
seaman;
naval
a
InSmith
Gunboat
walk in life, and some who demand on the middleweight trial, was an
figures the case he will lay
Billy Griffith a metal polisher and
$5,000 or $10,000 for fighting 10 or 20 dianapolis messenger boy.
the
before
moguls.
Larry sat up
Ad. Wolgast, (he man who defeated Frank Whitney a carpenter.
rcunds dH not know, a few years ago
nights figuring how he came out on
the transfer from the St. Louis Cardinals to the Giants, which got him
NAVY TEAM AND
N. M. M. I., and the State Agricultural
WEST POINT'S TEAM PUTS
show in October. The
ROOTERS OF NEW YORK, into the big
IN FINAL PRACTICE. College which is to be one of the big
answer Larry can figure out is
Annapolis, Md., Nov. 2S Practic- only
West Point, N. Y., Nov. 28. The feature events of Roswell's Turkey
If cost him $50.
And at that Me-al!..
A,., jpcln r,it r,f Annnnnlis to- that
West Point football squad had its last Day.
......
.
adher- - Lean led the Giants in batting against
i.
naw
of
in
is
"the
uo
on
the
Although
slightly
dope"
"plains."
practice this morning
Athletics, and he took . Chief
.,
i
The coaches drove the men at top favor of the Crimes team according to ems douiiu iui uic
i lie
.,.!..j ,i.
i.l.t ci o iiar-- utriiuiu
udi ill ait
ne
New
i
ioik.
in
in
ball
trnmes
the!
the
Saturday
game
season,
played early
bpeed thioUfah a signal drill during
Chief
but
the
first
the
when
game,
until Saturday
which nil the nlavH tn he used aeainst recent improvement in the cadet line--! rush will continue
was injureu
the navy team on Saturday received up and style of play lends plenty of morning when the special trains nf
WITH
will
leave.
of
midshipmen
their final touches. The team has encouragement to the belief that the! the brigade
McLean was given $750 as his share
The football team, substitutes, coacn- shown such marked improvement dur- local team has at least an even break
the money received Ivy the Giants
f
ing the last two days that the cadet's and with the advantage of playing onjes and attendants will start late
and
admirers believe they have at least home grounds should get away with day and a large number of navy peo- from the series. But the St. Louis
return a good margin by the time the final ple have planned to make the trip on management promised Larry a bonus
an even chance. Houston's
of $S00 if he kept in condition throughPerfect Cast and Chorus
the same train.
strengthened the line considerably whistle blows. Roswell Record.
out the season. Larry kept to the
and Hodgson's return increases the
A Parisian Musical
straight and narrow, but Mr. Britton
team's offensive strength.
Sensation
of
buck
the
on
the payment
passed
DEAF SCHOOL: 37
Plans for a big demonstration when ARIZONA VS. NEW
with Sparkling
Effervescing
to
McGraw
bonus
the
the
and
MEXICO TOMORROW.
the squad departs for New York at
INDIANS 5 passed it back. Giants,,
U.
Tunes and Trippling
difference beThe
are1
tomorrow
8:30 o'clock
morning
Melodies.
tween $800 and $750 is $50, unless they
Albuquerque, Nov. 28. The Univerunder way. There were two big ral37.
have
arithmetics
the
School
IB
Deaf
changed
recently.
which
girls
football
Arizona
eleven,
of
at
sity
16 -M- USICAL HITS
lies last night and enthusiasm is
McLean figures he is out that much
U. S. Indians, 5.
will be tackled on Hopewell field
high pitch.
CLEO.
Such was the score in the basket unless the commission orders St
" Before I Had the Measles"
this afternoon by the University of
New Mexico team arrived here this ball game played yesterday. Thanks- Louis to come across.
STORE
MILITARY ACADEMY" VS.
SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG
morning from Tucson, so that the vis- giving day, between the girls of the
NEW MEXICO AGGIES. itors may do a little practice work New Mexico School for the Deaf and
Mrs. Hetty Green, Richest Woman in the United SUtes, Photographed
old
auiclc
78
a
was
that
yeart
the other day at she wai going to her office. She
Prices, 75c, $1.00, and $1. 50
The stage in all but set for the big this afternoon and get a good rest the girls of the U. S. Indian Industrial
usual.
a
on
on
was
contest
The
insisted
School.
but
working
afternoon.
staged
day,
Thanksgiving football game between for the game this
Major league clubs are fast adding j
tills isn't!
an
j
a
is
fact.
it
but
known,
generally
"Kid" Gleason, one time Oriole star,
with Jennings, Keeler, Brodie et al,
created the role for tlie AVhite Sox.
Like the assistant bos of these
more orie'ss United States, (Jleason
doesn't get into the head lines often
and never eees his name in tlK; Ijo;v
score, but lie is the garter which prevented the White Sox slipping down
aiound the hocks of the American
league this year.
A year ago president Comiskey decided Manager Callahan was not driving his players enough. lie wanted
more speed, so he hit upon Gleason
man to speed
as an ideal
'em up.
the training
Gleason started with
season last spring, with orders to "go
the rouit" with a string of recruits.
He went. His squad turned in at night
tired out, but "Kid" showed results,
On one count alone he earned las
salary.
for
Gleason alone is responsible
"Tex" Russell and Russell is the best- the American
looking
league has had in years.
Callahan, In charge of the first squad
barnstorming
telegraphed Gleason,
back to Chicago from the coast, to
release Russell, and the "Kid" wired
back that Russell was a regular pitcher and asked if Cal planned to dispose
of Comiskey's grandstand, too.
Russell stuck and succeeded Ed
Walsh as a White Sox idol.
one
of the best
Buck Weaver,
ground coverers in baseball, owes his
place to Gleason.
ess-Duck was with Gleason's nonder
scripts last spring and the
saw the boy's latent, ability. He drove the belief that he was the brightest
Buck to the limit, and when the sea- star on the team. Gleason convinced
batsman,
son opened Weaver, from an Indiffer- him he was a natural-borent, wobbly player, had become a and Weaver started in to hit an alof
most
unheard
bundle of confidence, a live wire and a
thing for a White.
Sox player. At the end of the season
great liifielder in embryo.
Weaver was literally bunkoed Into Weaver led the team with the stick.
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House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights
Price, per month. ,. .$40.00
Opposite Elks' Opera House.
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Price, per month
Chapelle Street.
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
Di.i.
IK flfl
nan mvnu
v....U
w.w
Wasningion hvchmc
Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month

FOR RENT
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
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Everything In Hardware.
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"Big Time'1 Says J. V. C Mr. and
Mrs. John V. Conway returned last
I
hey
night from Albuquerque where

-

sions of the convention just closed in
the Dul-- City; the lecturfs were good,
the exhibits were excellent and (he
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Wli HAVE IT."

"IF IT'S HARDWARE
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MEN'S AND BOYS'

'
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MRS.

STUDLEYi

READY-TO-WEA-

WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
210 5AN FRANCISCO

PHONE

ST.,

Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

-

-

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.

--

INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.

8

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Afent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
Manufacturer of

all kinds

water.

THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

Re-

.

SADDLE

PONIES

TWO AND FOUR DORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

;'

"

IHspli

Day

Modern Cottage of 5

.

PROMPT

310 San Francicco St.

SERVICE.

Rooms and Bath.
South about 103

right
extra
things to eat,
extra variety at
thankful
first

Turkeys

S

ar

i'nr

on Pal-

We will sell, within ten days' time, tor
time to investigate the above.

JOSEPH
Rooms

8

a

$2,81):).

NOW U

the

B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Santa Te, N M.
ndj ,JapitalCjtyBank Building,
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,!

HAYWARD

HAS IT.

are

Thanksgiving

5.

Lot fronts

feet

ace Avenue
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CHENEY KRICKe

18(1,

j

f

Flour

R

Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95 worth $18.

All Wool

the

5,

Hay, Grain

GO,

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

8AM-itor'-

j

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

GOODS

DRY

CHRISTMAS WORK

MON-Jua-

H

evidnc.f.
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res-wa- s

MAN

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
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Spanish-America-

HIS MIND HAS NONE. THE
WHO WILL NOT CHANGE
MEN WHO SAID TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC LIGHT, STEAM ENGINES.
WIRELESS MESSAGES AND FLYING MACHINES WERE IMPOSSIBLE
WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN TRUE
HAD TO CHANGE THEIR MINDS.
NEW THINGS ARE ALWAYS
LAST YEAR, ISN'T TRUE THIS YEAR.
COMING OUT. WE GET EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE AS SOON AS IT
COMES OUT. ONE THING WE STILL CLING TO; IT DOESN'T NEED
DEAL. WE WILL GIVE YOU
CHANGING
THAT IS THE SQUARE
YOUR MONEY'S WORTH.
THE
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Fe, N. 51., Nov. 12, mi:!.
quired by law.
Notice is hereby given
Each of the tracts as described herc-suathat, purto the provisions of an net of in will bp offered separtely. The
approved June 20, H'I'i, the missiener of Public Lands, or his
laws of the state of New Mexico and nynt heliiing such sale, reserves the
the rules and regulations of the state' right to reject any- - and all bids at
land office, the Commissioner of Public said sale. Possession under such auc- an(s will offer at public sale, to the (ion sale will be given as soon as con- highest bidder, at in o'clock a. m., on tracts referred lo shall have been
the 2Sth day of January, ed, and sealer duly appointed and
in the town of Tierra Auiariila,
rives on the ground,
county of Rio Arriba, in front of the j Witness my band and the official
court house therein, the matured tin)-- i seal of the state land office, this 12th
her on the lands described, viz:
(lay of November, 1!)j:i.
ROHEHT P. ERVIE.V.
Sections 1(1 and :12. Township 31 (SEAL.)
,
r..e n
c
v ini. ei
ti
Commissioner of Public Lands.
.oi
JUtugt: l r.ai,
t;uuii
P,y MATEO Ll'JAN, Assistant ComEast,
Township ,r:2 North of Range
Section :!(, Township '32 North of missioner.
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old.
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ever ueiu. iiumh nan un.- uin- agreeable feature but I shall not dis
cuss thai, for time will remedy the deecunty tax roll and anticipate having querque for the teachers' state
our voting system!"
same completed on or about theivention and reports received from the fects of
iDuke City Indicate that the exhibit
luth of December.
MANY ENDORSEMENTS OF
V. S. District Attorney Summers was highly praised.
COLD STORAGE PROSE.
Better butter 2 pounds for 7,1c at
Iiurkhart spent Thanksgiving at his
Andrews.
home in Albuquerque.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 28. The
Perfumes and Toilet Waters Al! nation's interest in Attorney General
S. S. Carroll returned
yesterday!
A Mcltevnolds' Investigation of the al
frnm on ovtonitcH trln tn Tisminp fnr the favorite odors and makers.
the state engineer's office.
big assortment all sizes and prices. leged cold storage trust was indicated
J. W. Johnson, bridge engineer, is He sure to put this down on your' list. today when hundreds of letters of
'
.. inspecting the work on the bridge at Zook's, The Kexall Slore.
ITTT: . V
.71
Marrlaae License A wedding
Onlisten tnrtnv for thn Rtnrn enirlnefi-'ieense was issued by die county clerk
department.
H. H. Williams, chairman of the today to Jtianuei Hernandez ami imss j
uiiiiiriHiiiitd i
I ,,
. (1 '
T?ntllOrn
lintll f. Alalia f
'i
nn,mn.i4;rn nnmini.cinn
iirv-'IN i
a cpnln nil ii )fd bv
5
'
" trlof f,.n, namii, it.tiou do uncu-t- !,!Fiih. . T h.p. brill
... , ,i
7
i
immJs:
,
'
I
allK Sgl llg.
...J l, (IJIHru ,1, ,.,1. urn, iuh,Howell Ernest, state grand chancel- cense bureau a few minutes before
K.v.,.:!,p.0j
f
lor of the K. cf P's and Hugh H. Wil- ja. m the hour of opening the door,
l".''".(M!DV'!
Sweet potatoes the best only 5C a
liams, supreme representative, will go
to Madrid tomorrow in the Interests of pound at Andrews.
Club A meeting
the order.
of Mora, a was held yesterday at the office of II.
Don Eugenio Ttomero
prominent merchant of that place h. Orliz, but not being a quorum p
Come Eearly Willi Your
preliminaries, the
in Santa Fe yesterday.
jent, after some
Governor V. C. McDonald is at his meeting was adjourned to meet at the
ranch near Carrizozo for a few days. office of 11. L. Ortiz, on Sunday, at
Prof. F. E. Kelly, cf the faculty of 2 p. m. Bvery member of this club is
the Las Vegas Normal, is in the city requested to be present at that time
have recently arrived from
import-qlland am prepared to do
today enroute home from Albuquer- and place as business of great
Chicago
will
be transacted,
iance
first class dress making, as well
s
A
LARGE
JUST RECEIVED
Walter Kegel, of the traveling and-as experienced In Spirilla cor- office, has completed his exami- - PLE LINE OF BROCADED VELOURS
set fitting. Each corset guaran
DRESSES
nation of the books of the Chaves 'AND SILK MATLASSE
teed for a year not to break or
CREA- LATEST
rust. My parlors are in the Old
county officials and returned home in .THIS SEASON'S
tTIONS IN
tusiuwit ahi,
time for Thanksgiving.
Barracks.
J U G. Swinney, of Aztec, and L. ABOVE DRESSES WILL BE ON
AND
O. B.
11.
Baughman, cf Farmington, San SALE FOR SATURDAY
FOR
VALUES
$75,
county's delegates to the educa-- i DAY ONLY.
20I West Palace Ave., Phone 203 W.
tional association meeting at Albu- - THESE TWO DAYS ONLY $35.
left for home this morning TICE OUR WINDOW. THE WHITE
HOUSE.
after spending a day in Santa Fe.
Big Dinner The convicts,
Henry Essinger, the well known tra- - 300Convicts'
GO.
KAUNE
or more, had a big dinner at the H.
veling salesman is an arrival in San- bill
The
ta Fe, where it is his intention to;stte Penitentiary yesterday.
was so tons iuai i in o.imeu.
t
make his permanent headquarters.
Govern
tile Price
Uut it began with boiled pork, had WWe vUa!liy
Welcome to our citv Henrv.
man
and
and
celery
j
and Price Ihe Quality
Adjutant General James Hunter of!mBshid Potatoes
" " u"
.DT
the Salvation Army, who has snent
the.
all
and
of
noir"
"cafe
dessert,
the past week in Santa Fe, left to- ply
flavors of a Thanksgiving repast for
day for El Paso.
men. The "guests" of "Land-lloidJ. H. Crist who had been in Rio Ar- hungry
McManus were treated to a mov
to
on
returned
business
riba county
ing picture show in the forenoon, and
this city Wednesday evening.
were highly pleased. In the afterthey
V.
to
C.
McDonald
returned
Mrs.
noon there was a real warm, exciting
Santa Fe today from several days ball
game.
spent in Albuquerque.
of vegetables that you
The
Arthur Ringland. district forester, find at variety
Andrews is surprising.
arrived today to look over the new
Taos John ErSanta Fean
Days
quarters of the Jemez and Pecos for- vien of the firmLights
exof Gnagey and Ervien
of good cheer--o- f
estry officials in the Old Barracks. i3 back from Taos where he did a fine days
and
Yes,
This afternoon he will be joined here
living.
good
piece of work illuminating the Coby Assistant U. S. Forester Adams, lumbia hotel from top to bottom. Mr.
here you'll now find
who has been spending the week inelectric
installed
the
Ervien
lights
good
Mr.
specting New Mexico forests.
which will be run from a storage
real
Ringland will likely return to Albu- battery. This improvement to Taos' in
querque tomorow afternoon.
prices,
well known hotel is looked upon with
delight by Santa Eeans and others
Come
REAL ESTATE DAV who visit Taos, contrasting the wonders of twentieth century civilization
of course
with the ancient beauties of the pueLast week was a very active one in blo.
Mr.
Ervien
Returning by auto,
the real estate line.
says the roads are pretty "fierce" but
to
the fact that a few more days of hot New
FRESH OYSTERS,
Many people are awake
that real bargains are to be had now Me.vico sunshine and dry air will work
FANCY HOME GROWN CELERY,
wonders, perhaps.
that may never be open again.
- Ask
a sample of that "Risfto"
for
HEAD LETTUCE,
CALIFORNIA
I have this week some very desirthe ready to make biscuit flour. Only
able small ranch propositions that at Andrews.
SWEET POTATOES,
will soon be picked up. These are
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
One
our
too.
of
wholesome
fun,
GRAPEFRUIT,
in.
close
to entertain ani
On this week's bargain list are two Kodaks will help you
ORANGES, GRAPES,
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
very desirable modern cottages that ot Zook's, The Rexall Store.
TABLE RAISINS.
a few hundred dollars will close the
Five Crops of Alfalfa Bruce WillIn
in
business
Fe
Santa
deal.
iams, formerly
If you are looking for a cottage to and now a prosperous banker in Dayrent I have VERY desirable houses, ton, Eddy county, says that five crops H.
CO.
KAUNE
of alfalfa are grown by the alfalfa
elegantly furnished, and some unfin- kings near Dayton. "And what Is betished.
ter still," he added, "they get $15 a Where PHcps
See "TOWN8END,"
ton for it hauled right off tho field to
nf Oualitv
Our
The Real Estate Man. the cars standing on a siding.
con-th-

4t'

;

uttendid the teachers' state conven-- ;
Hon. Mr. Conway was elected presi-- :
dent of the division of county school
superintendents and said today that he
will use his best efforts to get a largo
at-- .
delegation of superintendents to
tend the national convention of school
superintendents to be held next year:
leachT,. at St. Paul. "I think our county
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less than twelve inches in diameter inside of the bark, three feet, from Ihe
hull. The price offered shall be. on
basis and the successful
NOTICE TO MILK CONSUMERS V the stumpnge
to pay for the emshall
bidder
agrre
file
"in
to
the
Si
advance
Owing
a scaler during the time
of
ployment
ohwe
are
of
all
S
prien
said timber Is being cut. MeasureS liged to increase
price of
cuteffect
V milk, such increase taking
S ment to be made at the time of
the
to
be
made
and
payments
ting
as follows:
December 1st,
ntlice from time to time
L'c
V Milk in quart bottles.
per V state land
In accordance with measurements as
V quart; milk in pint bottles, lie per
made by said sealer. Said scaler to
pint.
be employed by tile state land office
Yours very respectfully,
but payment therefor to be made by
('. L. POLLAKD.
the successful bidder.
No price or bid will be accepted for
less than two dollars ($2. Oh) per one.
eoiToc
thousand feet, board measure, stump-'agbidder also
basis, the.
You may know nnn'li or
agreeing lo pay Ihe expense of scaler,
as herein specified, Ihe costs of ap-- t
lilllc nlioiit ffrlTcc ; 1ml you
placement and advertising and hold-- '
ing said sale and such other expense
know wliiii vim like.
las may be connected therewith. The
successful bidder shall make a deposit
iMiinc (ino, a cdlirc e
'at the time of the sale of not less
im'I'I, liclic'( s von
than $l,0i)u.iii'i to pay for such ex-- i
pay for timber, etc.. and such
penses.
il
Sell linn's lies
in aroamounts so paid shall be forfeited to
the date if the successful bidder fails
IT
on us.
to enler into a contract with the state
v.itliiii 'thirty days after It has been
taken Jie foots the hill:
received by him. said contract to pro:l voiir
pu
IMilli'Vliiiel
vide for the cutting and scaling and
measurement, of said timber and the
no
rer
n'oods returned
payment of Ihe expenses thereof, and
that said successful bidder shall pay
Preserved in ils aroma, cleansuch additional amounls to the state
and 2!i-Ily granulated.
ilnnd office as shall be necessary to
cans.
pay for the cutting ct timber, and as
called for by the state land office, and
PUB-- ' such other
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
conditions, obligations,
Nervations and terms as may be
SALE OF STATE TIMBER.
ot. bl.(ia(J

;

'

REDUCTION

work. Thomas Slark. ."
y ar;-- ,
I West and
S' etion l', Towm .';ip
blole a leal' of bread from a Chinaman. Range
of Range 1 West, N. M. P.
North
An
hour afterward; M
.lie was
to the following terms and
Slark was eating turkey and eranbei-- ; c (Midisubject
ions :
in
rvH and mince pie uilli Iho orher
Such matured limber shall b" iiot
The loaf;
'niales of tho city prison.

-

Col. Jose D. Sena has returned from! are invited. A program is being
where he addressed tho! ranged by F. T. Blandy, chairman of
KT.V11
tuc pui.iui luniiimm,,
BltlLtJ
t' 11 LIU II.
ItfUltr-- l
Allison
Sent Fine Exhibit.-T- he
County Assessor J. A. Shipley and
Mission
School for girls of this city
are
his deputy, R. E. Jones,
working
hard on the revision of the 191:1 Grant (sent a fine school exhibit to Albu- -

if

y
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Jill tfJM

UTS "RUNNING V
(SLOW- - THE DAYS
GROW .SHORTER. S
AND SHORTER

Tt4

H. WICKHAM

Han. Krancisco, Cal.,
oil Thmiksfcivlnn

s

i

IS DEAD.

WAY OF GETTING
A THANKSGIVING

Isry

neislibiirhood HliiiMiod seven lnimlrcil
liast
ciiul twenty cars il' ul fulfil the
t.ddy county is a wonder! W
raisp ii great tH'iil ol stock hi mo
country, and miil.'s khIoiv. Tin1
lire so 1'iiih limy iii'i; iiiirrliaacd
rif,ht at Dayton and .shipped wist."
.Mr. Williams
shook hands with
ninnv I'rionds today and spoke cheerhilly of the day he came to swuua re
four and u half years ano and made
ian instant success of the livery husiness he purchased here,
t0 o." That was the score by
which St. .Michael's College foot hall
(jefctitcd the V. S. Indian schoo
Collegia grounds yesterday
noon. The game was a hot one from
stai t lo finish.
those sweet
potatoes von have been
.,
bnying iU n)a. for 2.1c are 5c a pound

11

THAT IS GUARANTEED FOR

ON E

FIVE

BIG

K.
Chicago, 111,, Nov. li. Frank
liowlcy, fonncr liianaiii!; euitor of llio
Chicago Clironii'lf, who han hdil
po.sitioiiH on iHnvsp;iiMjrs in
San Kraiu'inco and Orvcland, di:'d al
liiK lionu1 lifi'p today afU.T ;i prolousod illness.
Mr. Kovliv was born Jii
Me came lo lliis city
Racine, Wis.
wln-i- i
ten years ol ae.

I.al.nitor.v. ri:ii!didiil,i:i.
f,. .vdfinc. Km stiU; by all l';idiiir drnypitits
,nd by Zook's Pharmacy In Santa
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of
would
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jiinii)t
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Washington, U. C. .Nov.
PEC!AL SALE 0N BE0 SHEETS
commissioner of corpora- - T0M0RR0W MORNING FROM 10
f- lvfc
Wtl- President
with
conferred
tious,
ONE H0UR ONLY,
TQ u 0,CLOCK
eon today about anti trust legislation.
RGUAR 5Qc QUALITY 72x90, FOR
Mr. Davies submitted the results ot
AND 85c QUALTY F0R 62c AT
some of his inquiries and the presi-- qERqEs CASH STORE,
information
is
dent
nivparagathering
yhe , h cgst of ving is ro,lui,,.(,
tory to a series of conferences with;1)V lrua)ng ,.t Andrews.
un-It
bills.
j
is
.
congressional franniig
'Meet This EveningCol.ona(iu
derstcod the administration will not ... , Kailnah
vpw mk1to
'seek to concentrate attention on the
,
t t , w 0.doek this
antitrust reiorm until tne currency evt.nius nt ,lu. Scottiah Kite cathedral.
jbil has been passed in the senate, but
Qw reguaP fresh Botk of the best
there is a possibility that members of j5 c,jgar ,,,,, Corto pi11Z0, at Zook's,
committee may launch their bills be - llR jjexall Store.
fore the Christmas holidays.
H, MindTile , who
.
lias one does so when he t,ees he is
M
PRE5IQEM S
We do, too; but we never
wrong.
JOINT SESSION TUESDAY
our policy of the "Square. Deal"
change
Con
'IS.
Washington, I). C Nov.
Seeing is believing. Watch our ad.
!gressiomll leaders today agreed (.ua.
the'
Hardware Co.
The city council
Council
Tuesday
Deat o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
will meet Tuesday night, December 2.
jcember 2, at which President Wilson This will be the regular meeting of
will read in person his annual mes 'the council and various matters of insage.
in rest will come up for discussion.
You have been paying line a dozen
for the same lemons that Andrews
sells for 40c.
The finest line of Electrical Ulass- Jose Montaner. the live and hustling ware ever displayed in tins city.
editor of La Kevista, at Taos, arrived Gnagey & Ervien.
The Junior Auxiliary Will meet at
in Santa Fe last evening from Albu- at
tiuerque, accompanied by Mrs. .Monta-- ! the residence of Margery Friday
All mem- tier. Thev had been in attendance at 2: an tomorrow afternoon.
the teachers' meeting in Albuquerque, jbers are reiniested to be present, wit
Mr. .Montaner left for home this morn-- ; their Christmas box donations.
!inc over the D. k H. G., and Mrs.! New roasted piiiones 1c a pound
Andrews.
Jlontaner will remain in the city un-'iTHE
FINEST LINE OF HIGH
til tomorrow. The Taos editor ex-- '
pressed a very strong opinion that the GRADE LADIES COSTUMES EVERIN ANY CITY FOR SAT
Duke City would not be the place of. SHOWN
meeting after 1914, and declared, in URDAY AND MONDAY ONLY, AT
terms, that Santa Fe was L ESS THAN HALF PRICE AT THE
entitled to it next. Hhe said this was! WHITE HOUSE.
Dance Begins at 9. The It. 8. R.
the. general feeling among the teach-club's dance at Library hall tonight
jers.
Miss Fannie French of Las Cruces, begins at 9 o'clock. The managers of
to arrive
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. the club request dancers
promptly In order lo avoid confusion,
Wagner for a few days.
Mrs. .1. H. Dowden of Raton, Rtopped j'lT.e dance will be INFORMAL.
"Baile" a Success. There, was a
!off on her way home from Albunuer- que, and is the guest today of Chief great throng of dancers nt the Armory
Mast night the drawing card being the
'justice and Mrs. Roberts.
George P. Davidson, of Louisville, grand Thanksgiving day ball. Themusic was excellent, the floor unsiirKy., is at the De Vargas.
Judge Edward A. Mann, of Albu passed, and everyone had a fine time.
The 70c a dozen oranges at Anquerque, is here on legal business. He
drews for uc a dozen.
is at the De Vargas.
Social Dec. 13. The Santa Fe Club
L. C. Edwards, of Ocean Park. Cal
-
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Showing dicorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone-SteiSmoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos. The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

H
All of Today's Nowo Today

habits of thrift and economy
and are thereby assuring their future success.
The Bank Book la the text of Economy studied by
worthy men and young men.
Get one of your own by opening an account in this
strong bank then every day will be Thanksgiving Day
to those who are practicing

or

fl

Booklet Free on Request

with you.

Accumulate a surplus and it will generate a thankful
spirit the year round.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH.

Comes Every Day

all
charming and all that. I do not doubt punch a hole in the trusts that
that they were, but it is so foolish to: may see its direful ramifications. After THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK GF SANTA FE
ascribe the possession of beauty to a that well this country should be quite
decent place in which to live. Ft.
person just because she happens
bo in the public eye and is being Sumner Leader,
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $245,000.00.
Brains Would Win.
talked about in the newspapers.
In Alabama there is an exciting race
Beauty is often the least qualifiesEDITORIAL ROOMS 3
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
tion of womanly virtues, though no on for United States senator between
one will deny its power, but it always Oscar W. Underwood and Richard P.
seemed to me a foolish thing to de-- Hobson. Mr. Underwood is described
clare a girl was beautiful and then! as an intellectual giant, but Mr.
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in the attacks it
her picture to prove that she son is said to be the handsomest man
fair
be
to
intended
K the Las Vegas Optic
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why
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so
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apthem
mention
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It
want
made
when
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Why did it not call the traveling
If women suffrage
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pear ridiculous rather than beautiful. Alabama voters.
o( the amount paid to The Optic by the county commissioners
in that state we could place
obtained
of
Movies.
the
The
the
crowing
printing plant
of San Miguel for printing which was done by
from
The movies are growing to be one our bets without the slightest fear of
Meadow City, where the offers from other printing offices quoted prices
in the world s losing. Brains would win in a walk.
of
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fifty to two hundred per cent lower than those paid
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not
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instead of
the amusement circle for a long time
HOME
of the officials of the county of San Miguel in this particular,
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not
who
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giving pleasure to those
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit wltb
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in
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that were but the stories of books ignominy,
a uaa case m cuun,
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
diplomatically avoided, and like the attorney who lias
sarHubby What's the matter, darling? and left too much to the imagina- - parable injury.
is
the attention of the jury was directed to the other side hy attempted
when
not
time
far
The
distant
Bride Oh, dear, this recipe is forjtion.
casm and scurrilous invective, in a hope to divert the thoughts of those
of the demagogues and criminals
the many
cottage cheese and ours is a
Now they have entered into
who were interested in another and less dangerous channel.
who have had the Indiscretion to get
a
business world and have become
It is an old game, known to those who are accustomed to conceal and are
under the weight of progresslveness
means to boom trade. Germany has and
trained to suppress and dissemble.
decency that is now certain to
taken them as a means to get the predominate in New Mexico, and try
It is the lesson taught by those who have been in control and who have
THE BYSTANDER
products of that country into the mar- to continue the old regime to the exhad things to hide. But the times are changing and the old methods are
kets away from home and will show treme limit, will be generally recogSEES IT.
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before
time
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a
take
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style
going
in pictures throughout the world the nized as what they are a stench in
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
dictators really have come to realize the change.
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It Was a Good Day.
the public printing in the iustances where it was done, at a price in advance
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plants,
who did know of them or how they
There is a common name for that kind of thing which is generally rec- beauty and joy and feasting and noHas Engajred at a Great Expense,
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methods where could the things that, go to were made.
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thing.
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"He spoke of the affair as an innocent little flirtation."
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We may get, an. idea of the way
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new
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quiet, gentlemanly
But the married man who had been meeting the other man's wife now happiness, and their regard for Mr. those wonderful toys that have beroom
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lounging
lies beneath six feet of earth, the other man is in jail charged with murder and Mrs. Doran for their part in giv- come .so well known in this country,
to the pastime.
into
and two homes are shattered.
ing the youngsters a most enjoyable are made and be given an insight
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Nixola Greeley-SmitWhat business has a married man to be indulging in flirtations, inno- time will only be increased as we the mysteries of the Christmas things
EVERYONE WELCOME I
Greeley-Smith.- )
(By Nixola
cent or otherwise?
think of the old Baying that the way that have made Germany famous
Office United States Bank Buildioi
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What right has a married woman to be meeting in secret a man not her to a man's heart is through his stom throughout the whole world.
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all that is expected at Tranksgiving the goods of the land
ance Business of the L. A.
tragedies. It is tf "avoid feast the newsboys sat down to theirs before the purchasers as they, have playing it to win. Yet many women,
There's an easy way to avert such
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
the appearance of evil."
and if they did not enjoy it, then their never been and as they could never when they marry, behave as though
We live in an age when women rightly seek freedom. Their lives have looks and flieir actions belied their have been, and as an advertisement they had won the game instead of
goodcompanies.goed protection
begun it!"
been narrowed. They wish, many of them, to take part in the "great acti- feelings.
they will, without doubt, pay. Our own just
With these lines as a text, Anne
vities outside the home. More and more, they are forced to earu their living
At the De Vargas the guests of that state has seen the value of this style
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
we do not, most excellent
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by work in competition with men. Whether we like this or whether
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of
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to
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a
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many
happiplayed
readjustmept
compelling
the fact itself cannot be blinked and
ner that Is expected on the day of the state building at San Diego will bring
WOODY
STAGE LINE
European Plan.
standards.
least in the first class hotels and res- us to the notice of the world aB noth- ly married and the mother of two
Meals At All Hours.
huhas sprung into
children
sudden
But some truths are fundamental and unchanging throughout clumping
was a feature day and ing else could posBibly do.
It
taurants.
s
Prom
,
One of them is that no flirtation between married
Elegant Rooms in Connecman circumstances.
the dining room was an attraction in
tion, Steam Heat,
of opposite sex can remain innocent. Though it be free of the guilt itself, but the eats that were provided
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
EDITORS.
Electric Lights and Baths.
which excites appeal to the unwritten law, It still is In hazard of the basic were of the highest class. In the AMONG THE
Meets Both North
South
sanctities of society; it spreads the suspicion of evil though it be in itself center of the dining room was a table
RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
not utterly impure.
Bounds Trains.
Few Have Them.
prettily decorated with the good
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
There ought to be a lesson for many in that Kansas City tragedy, ir you thingB that go with such a dinner, but
The greatest simplicity marked the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
must flirt, flirt with your own wife or don't marry.
24 1 San Francisco 8treet.
the prize piece was the little pig, AVhite House wedding that sweet
the north bound train and arrlvaa i
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Corntr
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Telephone 194 W., Room U
The people of the nation are looking to the president with a great deal of ter of a congressman was going to be business-likmanner will sooner or not the dreaded Other Woman, but
confidence and respect as they believe he is trying sincerely to bring about presented to Washington society and later suceed. Lakewood Progress.
purely and simply herself!
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Transfer of Invalids
it seems to me the German and
and
e
the best. Those army fellows always did know how to stand In with the
twenty-onReaor
for
years,
at
Day
published
Night
Jessie Wilson who were to be promi- jbeen
Good Teams, Rigs and
and this week commences its twenty-secon- EInglish women play their cards better
girls.
sonable Prices.
nent at the White House wedding. One
0
even though fate deals the American
y
volume. Lordsburg Liberal.
Drivers
woman a better hand.
Taft says the Japanese are really very fond of us. He must of them was underlined as "Five
After That
beauties who are to be at the wedding
"I think the American girl accepts
live
live
.
have got it by wireless. They have not told any one else about it.
After the president has given the
Phone 130 Main.
.
n
at the White House." and if there wasjcountry wha, lt desireg in the way of marriage as an end instead of as a beClosest Route to Cliff Dwelling. .
We have always heard about the goose that laid the golden egg, but that u ueuuey uuiung tueiu n wuuiu luae a reduction of the high cost of living, ginning. Once she has passed the ala stretch of imagination that is be- the
bird was not in It with the hen of the present era.
of the rich of some tar, she is too apt to feel anchored or
deprivation
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE)
yond the common mortal to perceive. of their surplus, and taken the finan- becalmed when, in reality, she Is Just
New Mexican Want Ads. always
Just as If there were not trouble enough now In the way of insurrections Some of them were as homely as a cial affairs of the country out of the
Phoae LiYery. : : : Espanola. N.
mud fence. Of course, they might be hands of Wall Street, be proposes to
bring results. Try lt.
(Continued On Page Seven.)
and rebellions without having the Navcjos take the
NOW

ISN'T THAT TOO BAD.
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Coe-thal-

JOHN1. MAYES
INSURANCE
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Times-Hustle-
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All Kinds.
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Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,

war-pat-
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Espanola Livery Barn

at all times at

and let

prices.
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FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

shall continue to use our influence
this hen to break her from her bad
habit. Columbus Courier.
up-Io-

'

Staple Medicine
For Ever Family

A

of People
No Self Respecting Group
Should Be Without a Good Family

Laxative.
of
It is Inconceivable in this day
general intelligence that any family
would be without a simple remedy for
the minor ills of life, for often by
giving such a remedy in time a serious disease can be frustrated and a
life saved.
For example, if at the first sign of a
like Dr.
cold a simple laxative-toniCaldwell's Syrup Pepsin were given
the beginning of a serious lung affection or of a typhoid rever might be
avoided. And also in headaches,
nervousness, etc., a small dose of this
remedy would relieve the congestion
and replace distress with comfort.
Mothers give it to tiny infants and
little children, and grown people take
it with equally good effect.
Thousands of good American homes
are never without it, among them the
home of Mrs. C. A. Wright, 1831 Pasadena, Ave., Long Beach, Cal. She had
considerable trouble raising little Lawrence, three years old, but after regulating his bowels with small doses of
Dr. Caldwell's Eyrup Pepsin he began
to thrive and she has had no further
trouble with him. They use It generally in her home.
Syrup Pepsin saves the health of the
family, and it saves doctor's bills. It
Is a guaranteed cure for any form of.
stomach, liver and bowel trouble, constipation, indigestion, biliousness, gas
on the stomach, headaches, drowsiness

1
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Maxwell

Mail.

The Cat Will Come Back.
"Cinders," the beautiful eat that
for the past several years has been
a familiar sight at the R. J. Taupert
jewelry store, will be Been at that
place no more after tomorrow. Mr.
Taupert has decided to give "Cinders"
a vacation and will send the valuable
animal to Cleveland, N. M., where
he will be the property of J. J. Fuss.

'
j

Burleson Recovering.
Gratifying reports continue to come
from El Paso where Fred Burleson is
iln a hospital, where he underwent an
'operation last Friday for a bullet
wound which was indicted by A. A.
Hlghfill the previous Wednseday
night. The ball had passed through
the lower part of the liver and cut
the colon. Following the operation,
the patient immediately rallied and
when his fattier and Dr. Watson, who
had accompanied him to the hospital,
returned Monday evening, from 101
Paso, it was felt that the danger
point had been passed. Reports from
the hospital daily indicate his speedy
recovery, which is, indeed, good news
to his family and host of friends).
Carrizozo

News.

i

A.

WRIGHT.

after eating, etc. Have no hesitancy
about giving it to any member of the
family, however young or old, for it
to the
contains nothing injurious
youngest person.
A bottle can be obtained
at any
nearby drug store for fifty cents or
one dollar. The latter size is more
economical and is bought by those
who have already
convinced themselves of its merits. Syrup Pepsin
users learn to discard pills, salts, cathartics and purgatives generally as
they are too great a shock to any average system.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it postpaid by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 41!)
Washington (3t., Monticello, illl. A
postal card with your name and ad- dress on it will do.

NEWS OF THE STATE
Depot Robbed.
The A. T. & S. F. depot at French
was robbed Friday night, the thieves
securing about five dollars in cash.
There was no one on duty at the time
and the robbery was not discovered
until the next morning.
It is believed that the work was
done by local parties, the belief being
based upon the fact that, a peculiarly
marked coin which was in the depot
cash drawer when it was robbed, was
found in the cash of one of the French
merchants when he counted his cash
the next night. Detectives for the road
are at work on the case, and interesting developments are expected soon.

Confinement in the store has ruined
the cat's health and it will be necessary that he go through the stages of
a doctor's care before he regains his
normal state. "Cinders" is an angora
and came originally
from Topeka,
Kas. He is a prohibitionist.
Las
Vegas Optic.

The Aggravating Hen.
We are having trouble with the hen
again. We would not mention it but
we heard S. D. Ambrose telling about
a hen that had her nest under the
buggy seat and the other day when he
came to town the hen flew out after
having ridden about four miles leaving an egg in the nest under the buggy seat. At this time of the year when
eggs are so high priced and scarce it
is aggravating to have the hen leave
her comfortable home and lay her
eggs in the rear of the saloon where
they could be used in the mixing of a
drink used by some to quench a raging thirst. And her evident displeasure was shown for her confinement by
refusing to use the nest provided but
left her eggs lying on the ground. We

Buried Under Wall.
sorrowful accident took place
'Wednesday morning about R:30, when
the dobu wall of the A. 1). Fairbanks
building collapsed and undermined
two men. .las. Serna and Felipe
who were a short distance from
the wall.
The two men had been given per-- i
mission to haul away the wood from
the ruins of the recent fire and had
pried away some of the timbers from
the dobe wall when it suddenly rell
pinning the men beneath the wall, and
seriously injuring the two men.
Serna suffered a broken ankle on
his right foot and other minor injuries.
Montoya suffered a compound fracture
on his right leg and was quite badly
bruised about his body. Both men are
resting nicely Thursday morning ami
no signs of further complications were
visible at a late hour. Drs. Bass and
Masten were the physicians who administered surgical aid.
Immediately after the wall had
pinned the two men beneath its heavy
weight, calls for help soon brought a
large number of willing workers to
the scene, who assisted in digging the
dobe blocks from the bodies. The two
(were taken to their homes on an ex
press wagon.
Tl.e wall was 14 feet high and about
Iaiiiv hv nnf fnnt in thickness.
7a
iv
iwei1.1
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cimia Hid
uanst-mu11 was consiueieu
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The Wrong Fur.
Two of Belen's young ladies have
taken to trapping as a sport, probably
urged on by the success of young
Brick, who successfully landed a bobcat a few weeks ago in his traps.
Misses Marion Kennebeck and Pearl
Hayerford have proven themselves
)
sportsmen (or should we say
Learnof the first water.
ing that a specimen of the animal,
which Webster designates
Mephitis
Mephitica, was in the immedhte vicinity of the Kennebeck home, they put
out their traps, well baited. The young
to
ladies then gave their attention
their social duties, allowing the traps
to care for Mr. Mephitis Mephitica
Imagine their ecstacy when a few
hours later, Will Kennebeck called
them over the phone to Inform (hem
of their success and that the prize was
theirs. Not bein? able to contain the
good news, they boasted of it to their
friends, with the result that Thomas
b. Gunter proposed purchasing the fur
iof the animal, at what is said to have
Ibeen an attractive price. A bargain
was struck
at once. All that
was for the young ladies to
visit their traps, secure their game,
strip the fur and deliver the goods.
The purchaser's coin was waiting. But
wonders never will cease as long as
the earth stands. It was not a Me,
phitis Mephitica, but a large Mus
s
found
which the young
in their traps. Belen News.
sport-ladies?-
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"The Children's Children" are now using
Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound and it is today the same safe effective and curative medicine that their parents
foundit. Forallcoughs,
colds, croup, whooping

cough', bronchitis,
hoarsenes and tickling
in throat, use it. It

FOLEY S

HOHEY
TAR

Coughs3" Colds

re-

gives satisfactory
sults.

Settled

INDICTED,

BROKE,

Whether coffee causes that nervous headache, irritable heart,
Insomnia, or the dozen and one obscure aches and pains that are a
part of the daily existence of many?
solved in a cup of hot water, with the addition of cream and sugar,
you are willing to put up with the discomforts, well and good
But if steady health and comfort, and the power to "do things"
appeal to you, quit coffee and

Try

POSTUM
The relief is likely to be so marked; the change so pleasant and
easy, that Postum is sure to become the regular table drink instead
of coffee.
Postum is a pure"food drink made of wheat and a small
cent of New Orleans molasses. It is absolutely free from the drug,
"caffeine," found In coffee, or any other injurious substance.
Postum now comes in two forms.
POSTUM

must be well boiled.

INSTANT POSTUM is a soluble powder. .A teaspoonful dissolved I na cup of hot water, with the addition of cream and sugar,
makes a delicious beverage INSTANTLY.

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM

"They want intelligence,
comradeship. Very soon the
will discover that there is
nobody willing to provide the doll's
house for her!"
"If marriage is a game, as you say,
how shall women play it to win?" 1
asked. "Perhaps, there are rules."
"There are three principal rules,"
Mrs. Flexner answered with smiling
readiness.
The first is: Build no barriers between your husband and yourself. Its
is hard enough for any two human
to understand each other when
love and sympathy have let down all
jbars. The throwing up of artificial
barricades quarrels, sulks, silly
is fatal to happiness.
"The second rule is: Let your husband lead sometimes. He is entitled
'to his turn!
"The third is: Pursue no passion-latpursuit your husband may pursue
Or at any rate she may
another!
pursue him! This applies to the
(bridge fiend, the society fiend, the
woman who rides any of the hundred
hobbies of modern life into the ground.
"After all. man plays the marriage
game fairly he supports the woman
and her children. He is entitled .to
some return.
"I find that if the American woman
doesn't like her hand she is too Inclined to throw down her cards and
say she won't play. Don't you agree
with me?"
"As to my own view of the mar-riage game," I replied, "I am convinc-je- d
that you finish at about the place
In other words, that in
vou start.
progressive matrimony you don't realn

affec-tation-

e

-
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Claimant mimes us witnesses:
I'lacido Chavez, Emilio Delgado
Commaoaery
No. 1, K. T. Regular Melquiades Martinez, Juan Monlca
rnnclavft fourth Mon jy Lopez, all of Sama Fe, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
day in each month at
Regis iT.
Masonic Hall at 7:30

fe

Santa

p.

j

m.

WESLEY O. CONNER, JR
!W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Fe

Santa

N

M.

SEEKING

lowing-name-

N. M.
Anv uerson

who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows ot any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the interior department
why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.

Hall.

bellows'

iting neighbors
Not

Made,"
"Financiers
Born,
Says Chas. A. Elder,
Who Climbed by Remarkable Career From Pit of Theater Orchestra
to Sumptuous Presidential Office of
$20,000,000 Corporation,
Special Correspondence.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 28. "Financiers are born, not made. The world
of finance is a terrible country, full of
pitfalls and traps, where ruin constantly menaces. In that land no man
is safe.
"I have been through that land and
have made many errors. I am under
Are

'

'

indictment. I am broke. I am Innocent. My conscience is clear."
With this statement Charles A. LIilnr walked out of the great skyscrap
er that had once been his out of the
sumptuous offices of the Los Angeles
Investment Co., of which he had once
been the head to face a court battle
for liberty and honor, and a chance to
start again.
Eighteen years ago Elder came to
Lob Angeles with a clarionet. He got
a job in a theater orchestra, and rent
ed a four room house at $18 a montn.
a
r.aKt October Elder was rated
millionaire Dresident of the $20,000,- noo I.OH Angeles Investment Co., and
one of California's leading citizens.
Today Elder is looking for a joo.
Hh is oracticine on his old clarionet,
renting again a four room house at
$12 a month.
In the theater orchestra, Elder was
ambitious. He sat under the stage
during the acts thinking and planning.
He studied accounts of great success

CiMM.WM1r?
ijiuiiiaa

iMooaj Ha?
oaa;
Liver Lazy?
Nervous?1

musician-presiden-

WHY

go along

day

atsouttiecost

Dr. Pierce's Golden

Medical Discovery

eon".

any other doctor's prescription.

in liquid or tablet 'prm, or
For sale at all
Address
i druggists
M.I hnx.
Nl
O
J ribAVAi 'Dun..!mwv
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Register.

F, W. FARMER

Homestead

No.

2879, Brother
hood of Amen
can Yoemen.

Meets

second
and fourth Mondays of the
month at the
Fireman's Hall.
H. Foreman. R. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.

Santa Fe Lodge
of
2, Knights

IS

meets
Pythias
Second and

V
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department, of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November 6, 191 3.
Republication)
Notice is hereby given that Francisco Mora, of Cuba, X. M., who made
small holding claim No. 6277, serial
No. 0)5207, for Lot 1, Section 21. Lots
4, 5 and C, Section IB, Township 21 N
Range 1 W., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make small
holding proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before Juan C.
Sandoval, U. S. Commlsloner, at Cuba,
ou the 12th day of December,
N ,M
(

1913.

every
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8

aa

He names the following witnesses to
prove his actual, continuous, adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey Of
the township, viz:
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
Archibeque, Celso Sandoval, Felipe
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial
reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
at the
given an opportunity
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.

o'clock p. ni.

Meeting in K.
P.
Hall over
Kaune's store.
of

All

A.

DELGADO,

Clerk.

P. ROBINSON,

visiting

Knights are most
cordially Invited.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
REINGARDT. K. of R. and S.

UNION OF AMERICA
FRATERNAL
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of eact
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are Invited and wol
come.
BENITO ALARID, President
CAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

d

cross-examin-

FRANCISCO

DELGADO,

Register.

FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge

ODD

It will not pay you to waste your
time wrting out your legal forma
when you can get them already printmeets
regularly ed at the New Mexican Printing comevery Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
In Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth pany.
era alwsys welcome.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,

City Attorney.

Capiui

i

City Bank Building,

Rooms
BanU Fe, New Hezlec
17-1-

Attorneys-s- t

j
i

T..&S.

A.

F. R'Y

TIME TABLE

Chas. F. Eacley, . Chas. H. Ease
EA8LEY A EA'iLF.Y,

after Q

guttering wnen am
is at hand so convenient ana

As a
aiid healthy condition.
soon
disappear. The entire system
Nervousness and biliousness
takes on new life.
For over forty years this famous old medicine
has "made good" and never more so than today,
enjoying a greater sale ail over the world than

lSJt

FRANCISCO

WHITTIER, Consul.

To Effective

aw.

''

digestion
the stomach and liver return to their normal

mmmmmmmmmmm

A. G.

Practice In the Courts and Dfe-Land Department
Liana grants ana uiias examines.
sawmill with Banta Fe, N. at., branch Office, Esiat
A thoroughly
a capacity of 60,000 board feet a day
da, N. U.
"
has been erected on the south coast a
ii
is
American
of
It
of Mindano Island.
Q. W. PRICHARD,
make throughout and uses the modern
Attorney and Counsellor-t-Law- .
bandsaw. This is only one of sevPractices In all the District Courli
eral such mills in the Philippines.
and gives special attention to casat
before the State Supreme Court
Office: Laughlln Bldg., Santa Fe, N. U

and purifies the blood.

aids

wel-

No.

ed!

But Elder was controlling much
money that formerly was banked. People were borrowing from him instead
of the banks. And he started a bank
himself, and paid 5 per cent interest.
"I am not a financier, but a builder," says Elder.
On the stock exchange Elder's stock
was hammered down from $4.50 to
He was forced to abandon his
$1.10.
bank. He could get no loans. Every
him.
lip carried wild rumors about
His ad writers still boomed the company, and he mailed many circulars
giving promise of big dividends in an
effort to sell more stock, but the people were scared.
The federal grand jury seized Elder's books and started an Investigaand
DissatiBfied
frightened
tion.
stockholders demanded that the company go into the hands of a receiver.
Elder and his musician directors resigned in an effort to ward off disaster. Their places were taken by other
businessmen. They denied that they
had misappropriated stock, but all to
no avail. In a few days on a charge
of mailing 'fraudulent advertising,
grand jury indictments resulted in the
and
t
arrest of the
directors.
"I began without anything but a
good name," said Elder, "and I'm not
afraid to begin over again."

cross-examin- e

Vis

come.

es in the business world.
Finally In 1895, Elder with three 'A. K
other musicians in the orchestra, Win.
D. Deeble who
played the cornet,
('has. L .Bagley, another clarionetist,
and Geo. M. Derby, trombone, organized a building company with a capital of $25.
Deeble was secretary, liagley third
vice president, and Derby, treasurer.
They called the concern, the Pacific
Investment Co., and for the first three
years they cleared about $3,000, building homes and selling them. Elder
quit the orchestra to design residenfor
ces, having learned architecture
that purpose.
They broadened out, and in 1899 or
ganized a $100,000 corporation, naming it the Los Angeles Investment Co.
Elder slept in the oilier, and ate in a
cheap restaurant, as profits were very
uncertain.
Elder built
But the concern grew.
a $2,000,000 skyscraper In the business
district. He formed half a dozen sub
of
Hundreds
sidiary companies.
homes were sold, dozens of new real
estate tracts opened business boom-

A.

jneets first Tuesday
pf each month, Odd

NEW JOB WITH HIS OLD CLARIONET

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Olfice.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,1911.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
nroof In support of bis claim under
sections lti and 17 of the act of March
3, 1S91 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27
Stats. 470) and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, LT.
S. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on, Dec. 9,
1913, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
Fe, N. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
and 2 and SW4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N.,
R 1 W, N. M. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove bis actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valdez, J.
J. Salazar, E. A. Miera, all of Cuba,

Camp
W.

FOR

NOTICE

E. C

Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection Nu. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meetB on

1351 4,

-

wives.

Dec. 9, 1!H3.

Secretary

-

"This is a great pity, for the new
generation of men demands a great
deal from the women they seek as

-

office.

fore the register and receiver, V. 8.
jland oflice at Santa Fe, N. M., on the

Secretary.

fwifW
! rrt&Wfr-

WANTED
Throe to live thousand
sheep on shares, to be rangrd in San
Juan county. Good range and water
Box No. J,
biased uml guaranteed.
New Mexican

C. H. WILSON

A. Elder,
of the $20,000,000 Los Angeles
Investment Company.

lusion of it.

ARTHUR

j

Vltlt

Charles

il--

M.

A.

R.

Regular
secouri
convocation
Monday of each montb
Hall at
at Masonic
7:30 p. m.
1. A. MASSIE.
H. P
SELIGMAN,
1,

marriage game?"
brothers are tnvi'i
Work fur the New Mexican.
It l
"There are," Mrs. Flexner replied
ed and welcome
smilingly, "but those rules are an- Jvoiklng fjr you, for Santa Fe and EDWARD P. DAV1ES,
ma new state,
other play!"
Exalted Ruler,

(Continued from page six.)
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IN ANY GAME.

Have Yo

E.

the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
ly progress; that first loves are best jCRIPPLE CREEK BANK
Visiting Scottish Rite
IS SUED FOR BIG SUM. Cathedral.
mainly because last loves turn out inMasons are cordially invited to attend
variably to be no better! Alter all. Tripple Creek, Colo., Nov. 28 Three
E. C. ABBOTT, 32.
any fool can get a divorce, but it suits were tiled yesterday by the city
Venerable MaBter
takes intelligence to stay married!"
of Cripple Creek and the National
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
"Why doesn't some one say that to Surety company of New York against j
Mrs. the Cripple Creek State bank, for
our young men and women?"
B. P. O. E.
Flexner exclaimed. "Why don't wo sums aggregating $40,958. The suits
Santa Fe LodgeNo
nil
of
in
bank
the
of
the.
the
break through
conspiracy
part
charge failure
p- 460- - B'
'
ence that the world maintains against correctly to certify the amounts on iM SSw
holds
its regulai
them?"
deposit in the name of the city during
sec
on
the
eisiop.
"Perhaps because we want theni to the term of otlice of Eugene Danford
and fount
ond
get married," 1 suggested, "but, after as city treasurer. Danford disappearWednesday of eacb
Inc
all, are there no rules for men in the ed lust June.
month.

MILLIONAIRE-MUSICIA-

WANTS

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

PHARMACY.

THE CAPITAL

Lodge

10 room house oppoFOR RENT
Regular communication first Monday site Elks opera house. Bath electric
of each month at lights and range. 0. ('. Watson & Co.
Meiouic Hail at
FOR RENT Three or six room
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W, M.
house, furnished or unfurnished. Apply D. S. J.owitzki, 220 San Francisco.
LINNEY. Secretary.

OPIATES

NO

CONTAINS

j

Montezuma

FOR

MUST PLAY TO WIN

ceases the moment he haB realized
there is nothing more to know about
her.
"The thing that allures in man. wojman or child is the undiscovered
country t he beyond. Many American
women don't seem to have any
and are unable to create the !

MASONIC

Jmm

CHAS.

1

lady-sport-

leaving the harbor upon an unknown
and dangerous voyage! It is my belief that a man's interest in a woman

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

"My Mamma Say- s-

Rat-tus-

REGULAR

PAGE SEVEN

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

28, 1913.

January 1st,

1913.

Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

No. 3 carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Paclflo

Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-offwith
Albuquerque
train for Clovls and Vacos Val"

DR.

W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spits Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1, 1 and I.

Paoas

Re 6.
a. m. te f
Office Hours
And by Appointment

NOTICE

ley points,

Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:05

p.

m.

a

Leave 8anta Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 weatbeund
El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 1:35 p.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

Oct. 30, 1913.

Notice Is hereby given that Cipriano
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
Sept 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
No. 01315 for SE4 NV4, NE4 SW4,
NV4 SE4, SW4 NE4, section 3, township 17 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice ot Intention to
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- -

m.

Leave 8anta Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 weatbound.
Returning, arrive Santa ?'a 1I:M
a. m.

Call "Central" tor Train
Reports.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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that it was not a question of evidence
Wlllard.
and
but a question of jurisdiction,
Yankee.
5.
Applicants may be examined at that all action which might constitute
any of the examination points and on the court as a court of error or review
the dates mentioned in section 3 of was not included in this case.
Attorney General F. W. Clancy and
Ihis circular without regard to the lo
cation of the postofflce at wnicn np- Assistant Attorney General Ira Grim
state, board
the
An applicant .fehaw represented
Ipointment is desired.
!for examination
for appointment at while the complainants were repre-InnnriRinffire must reside within theisented by Attorneys J. M. Hervey of
territory supplied by such postofflce. Rot well, Chas. Spiess of East Las Ve
exgas and K. H. Wright of this city. H.
Applicants will be allowed to be
ri. Hnwmaii. of Santa Fe. representing
amined on only one of the dates
the Santa Fe Merchants' association
and at intervals different members of
the state board of equalization and
ether spectators were present.

OFFICIAL.
WANTED---

"Lots of Spice And AH
Things Nice"

Much
baking
spices.
purity

48

4TH

CLASS POST- -

the success of your cooking and
about
depends on what you know
Back up that knowledge with the
and freshness of

of

j

MOREYS

NEW MEXIC3 EXAMINATIONS

Solitaire
ffilll

I

that insures deliyou have a combination
cious things to eat.
over the average
They are a distinct advantage
run of spices.

'Tie

SERVICE

OCCUPANTS FOR

THE

MERIT

Best the Grocer Can Deliver"

THE MOREY MERCANTILE
Denver, Colo.

CO.

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every ilour

very Hour!

OFFICES

'150 POST

set
hearings cases
in
for

supreme court

IN

Commencing next week a number
cases have been set for
hearing in the state supreme court.
These include four water company
cases from Albuquerque, the case of
the state vs. Lola Chaves de Annijo,
state librarian, and others of importance. The settings in detail as are
as follows:
December 1 The state of New Mexico on the relation of Charles Scotillo
and John NUzi, appellees, vs. Water
Supply company of Albuquerque, appellant, (Uernalillo).
State of New Aiexico, ex rel, Dolo
res Otero de Burg, appellant, vs. Water Supply company of Albuquerque,
appellee, (Bernalillo).
Louis A. Mciiae, appellee, vs. Water
Supply company ot Albuquerque, ap
pellant, (Bernalillo.)
P. Set, appellant, vs. Water Supply
company of Albuquerque, uppenee,
(Bernalillo.)
December Second.
In the matter of Chas. C. Murray, receiver of the New Mexico Central
company, petitioning the
railway
court for an order ratifying and approving the resolution passed by the
board of county commissioners of Torrance county, etc., appellee, vs. Treasurer and Collector of Torrance county
appellant, (Torrance.)
Samuel G. Haiina, appellee, vs. M.
it. McCrary, defendant, the bank of
San JJarclal, appellant, (Socorro.)
December Third.
Board of Education of the City of
Santa Fe, a corporation, appellee, vs.
Ida Astler. appellant, (Santa Fe).
The La Mesa Community Dite'.i, a
corporation, appellees, vs. Nicolas
et al., appellants,
(Dona
Ana.)
December Fourth.
State of New Mexico ex rel, .Tacobo
Chavez, appellee, vs. William G. Sargent, auditor, appellant, (Santa Fe.)
State of New Mexico, ex rel Isaac
B. Beach, appellee, vs. Board of Loan
Commissioners, appellant (Santa Fe).
December Fifth.
Oscar C. Snow, appellant, vs. Francisco Abalos, et al., appellees, (Dona

STATE.

TO RE

JUST RECEIVED
CAR OF

Famous Empress Flour
PimnpNfl'lAV'RiJPWQ Phone

New .Mexico is going to clean house
as far as her postmasters are concerned, and start in with a fresh supply
ac- shortly after the first of the year,
; cnrdiim to a circular
jnsi issueu uy
'the civil service commission. Accord-linto this document, 148 fourth class
postmasters in New Mexico win ire
selected at examinations held of Januat
ary inth, 13th, Mth, 15th and 24th,
various points in the state.
To show the extent of the offices
affected, it might be mentioned that
are sought from
new postmasters
iAcine to Yankee, alpnaoeucany Kpean-jinand geographically speaking from
to Rodeo,
jFolsom, in Union county,
ljust a short distance from the Arizona
border, in Grant, county; from Flora
Vista in San Juan, to Malaga, In Eddy
MCKiniey
H county;
from Thoreau,
...
EJ
u
rt CJtin Inn OllftV
cmilliv, UN me ,ir(?v, IV .... .......
almost
any
county, on the cast, with
K and every fourth class post omce you
Bl might mention stuck in between.
W"S
Of course, one way of
v

No.
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four-yea-
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t

ill'
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28.

that lack of discipline

s

j

s

.
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Ultin-hom-

-
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at the Ancient City's Pride,

MILLINER

i

f

Always Stop

MISS A. MUGLER

.

I

'i;!8ii:

'

Fin-ley-

o

.UEii

of Stamped
Beautiful line
and Stamped Art Cloth.
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss In Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.
Linen

-

-

..Hi1:

Nov.

28, J913.

Charges FUNERAL OF SOUTHERN
and proper
RAILROAD PRESIDENT HELD
equipment was responsible for the
jloss of a passenger, the fourth officer
'i S
Washington, D. C, Nov. 28. FunThe second number on the San- - Vand two seamen of the steamer Presi- ,
eral services for AVilliam Wilson
ta Fe entertainment course will Vjdent in a heavy blow off the
the
Southern
of
late
president
be given next Saturday evening, M nia coast Wednesday were made by
system, were held here this
passengers today when Hie liner Railway in St. John's Episcopal church
S December fitn as originaii.v pmu- morning
was
An
some
here.
reached
announced
investigation
was
ned. It
attended by many government offtime ago that the date had been N begun at once by the United States icials and his former associates in the
to
was
President
as
the
inspectors,
changed, but the original dating
commercial and transportation world.
sail for San Diego later in the day.
stands. Holders of season tickets
As 1he body was carried into the
were
or
N
V will take notice.
thirty passengers
Twenty
before 11 o'clock, all ac
church,
the
when
decks
cry! tivities just
J (on the steamer's
v
x
over the Southern Railway s
was raiseu. a
Alan overnoaru;
tn'.lea of road ceased for. sevetnl
G. H. ERADFORD.
CHANCELLOR
had boarded the ship, sweeping one 7,000
tnlnutes. All employes laid down their
A great deal is being said at this
ZL
'work, trains everywhere camo to n
time in the magazines nbuut dur pub"Stewards, sailors and officers be;:
in shops mnchir.erv
reforms
nbuut
mill
lic school system
ga running up and down the decks.
These arti- said F. H. an Koolhergen vice p esi- In methods of education.
yeteranB in the
cles lire crontins n wide discussion
..v.. .......
"
- jiieiii nnu i ihci tne,iiii
The honorthroughout America, and there Is n de- Tndian railways, who is touring the employ of the company.
F.
uiand for lecturers on the Lyceum
stateg' witll j,is family, and ary pall hearers Included H.George and
flnry
Baker, James J. Hill, E.
form who will discuss tins up- was an eye witness.
Francis Untie Stetson.
Dr. George 11 Bradford, chancellor
,Thft first mate' ordcred a lifeboat
of the Muthodist University or
lowered. There was much confusion
will discuss educational prob- about manning It. When it swung out THE REV. IRL R. HICKS
1914 ALMANAC
lems widely the coming year throughthe forward fall gave way and the
and was
boat hung perpendicularly
The Rev. lrl P.. Hicks 1914 Almacrushed against the ship's side. Four
mailed
of her crew of seven hung to the nac is now ready and will be
The other prepaid for only sr.c. Professor Hicks"
tackle and were saved.
fine Magazine, Word and Works, for
three were spilled into the sea."
Van Koolhergen said no life lines one year, and a copy of this Almanac
lescould be found about the decks and for only one dollar. The plain
and the correct
that it was so long before a secono sons on astronomy,
bliz
of storms, droughts,
boat, manned by a volunteer crew in- forecasts
make these puband
zards
tornadoes,
a
and
bartender
the
ship's
cluding
In
was lowered, the rour lications a necessity in every home
passenger,
men who had gone overboard could America. Send to Word and Works
not be found. Forty minutes later Publishing Company. 3401 Franklin
v
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.
the President resumed her course.
Will A. Barnes, formerly a newspa
per man of Bellingham, Washlngtoi,
Coffee
on me biup.
wno was a passenger
topublished a signed statement here
There is notliiiiff truer
day saying the men who were lost
were drawn down by the swirl from
G. H. BRADFORD.
CHANCELLOR
llian iliis, we make wlmt
the ship's propeller. The engines, lie
out this country. He has spent his
said, were going astern in the effort
we buy. Tf nobody would
whole life studying educational prob- to hold the steamer In position in the
lems along original lines and the resea.
buy poor coffee there
sults of this study ure today peculiarly heavy

iThe Reliable Hardware Store.

PES

San Francisco,

NOVEMBER

FANCY WORK GOODS

TO INVESTIGATE
REASONS FOR
4 DEftLHS AT SEA

SCHOOL COURSE

class postmasters under the civil ser
vice would mean taking them out ot
politics, yet. in another way, it might
'be considered simply putting
in the offices who would not be
r
term
removed at the end of a
land could only be put out for cause.
;The selection of a postmaster at anj
'one of the places named below Is made
las follows: From those who take the
examination, the three making the
jbest showing will be selected as eligible, and the postmaster will be apTf
pointed from among these three. no
it should happen Hint there is
member of the dominent party among
the three highest at the examination,
5
then it might happen that the opponents would be awarded a place at the Ana.)
II. B. Jones, receiver, appellant, vs.
public trough.
The circular of the civil service com-- i C.
Rankin, appellee, (Quay.)
December Sixth.
mission, with names, dales and other
State of New Mexico, appellant, vs.
jnecessary information is given below:
1.
An Executive Order issued by Lola Chaves ide Armljo, appellee,
itlie President requires competitive
(Santa Fe.) ;
by the Commission for the
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfacState Board of Education.
posit ion of postmaster at all fourth-- i
class postofBcps at which the annual
tion of saying: "1 told you so.." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
The New Mexico State Board of
at
compensation is $180 or more, and
Education met yesterday morning at J
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
which the present incumbent was not o'clock in the commercial club buildis complete,
STORE
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
'appointed under the civil service reg ing for the annual meeting following
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good.
illations.
the annual convention of the New
2.
for fourth class Mexico Educational association, says
Examinations
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
postmaster under the order mentioned the Albuquerque Herald.
GO TO
will be held in the Btate of New MexThere were' present State SuperinBEACH MAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
on the dates and at the examina- tendent Alvan N. White, ('. C. Hill of
ico
'
All
Ways."
3 of
in
section
mentioned
They Beiievve in the "Golden Rule
tion points
Rosweil, the new president of the
this circular.
state association. Dr. Frank H. H.
3. The examinations will be held
Roberts of the Las Vegas Normal
jonly at the following named places on school. J. L. G. Swlnuey of San Juan
the dates Indicated:
county. E. L. Enloe of the Silver City
January 10, 1914.
Normal school.
chairGovernor McDonald,
Albuquerque, Artesia, Carlsbad, Ciovis, Deming, Las Vegas, Mesilla Park, man of the board left for his ranch
Raton, Rosweil, Santa Fe, Silver City, last night and Bonifacio Montoya of
iTucumcari.
Bnndnval county, the other member
was absent because of a death in his
January 13, 1914.
Des Moines, Lyden.
family.
The board transacted a considerable
January 14, 1914.
amount of routine business and on a
Clayton.
January 15, 1914.
report of a special committee of
misii
iiiif mil!!: g mmmsmm w m
wMmmtmm&qi Arroyoseco,
, which
p.nK w mm ii jw hi.
Secretary of State Antonio
Aztec,
Alamogordo,
OF
FOR THE TREATMENT
was chairman, adopted first and
Gila, Grant, Lincoln, Roy, Santa
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE g Rosa, Socorro, Taiban, Wagon Mound, second readers as text books in SpanCSPES S ANATOR
ish for the public schools.
Wlllard.
LUNQS AND THROAT.
R. R. Lurkin of Ginn and company,
Write for a Booklet.
Meal accomodations.
January 24 1914.
and Harry Wilson of the American
N.
S
M.
Hachlta.
I
Chama,
SANATORIUM.AIbuquerque,
before the
4. From the examination mention Book company, appeared
''Illllllllli:
ai:. :iii::
mi:
iiiir
iisn
j
;imn;. isi. iS' :Hr
miartext books
ed In section 3 of this circular the po- board to present certain
sition of postmaster at the following now under consideration.
The board heard numerous educa- named postofflces will be filled:
- tional matters brought up by teachers
AnAcme, Alma, Amistad, Animas,
and granted cer-Ithony, Anton Chico, Aragon, Arroyo and superintendents
of various grades to twenty-- :
tificates
Hondo, Arroyoseco.
Beenham, Berino, Bernalillo, Bern- four new teachers.
Brilliant,
ardo, Bloomfield,
MODERN AND
Colfax and Grant Counties in Line.
Buchanan, Bueyeros.
ALWAYS
Assessor Gillespie states that the
Camhray, Capitan. Carthage, Cedar
Hill. Central, Cerrillos, Cerro, Chama, tax rolls of Colfax county are about
Chico, Chloride, Colmor, Corona,
LARGE L033Y
completed and taxes will be accepted
Cuervo.
in the next few days. Making up the
AND VERANDAS
Datil, Dayton, Deadnian, Dexter, Do rolls has been a particularly hard one
th in so, Dulce, Duran.
this year, owing to the many and vaCOMFORTABLE PORCH
Elizabethtown, Elkins, Engle, Espa-nol- rious complications of the subject.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Pairview, Faywood, Fierro, Flora Raton Range.
Vista, Folsom, French, Fruitland.
.
Service and Cuisine
Clila, Grady, Grant, Greenfield,
Renehan Arguments.
the Best in the City
The arguments in the Renehan
tor
facilities
large
Ample
Hachlta, Hanover, Hatch, Hayden,
and small banquets.
case will be made before the
Hondale, Hope, House.
supreme court tomorrow, and .udce
Isleta.
who will sit In this case
II.
Knowles, iu Raynolds
Kelly, King, Kirtland,
place of Justice Hanna will arrive
Kochlcr.
from Albuquerque tonight. It Is also
Meals a la Carte.
I.aguna, Lake Arthur, Lake Valley,
SPECIAL RATES
EUROPEAN PLAN.
that Judge Raynolds will sit
Lakewood, Le Lande, Lamy, I.aplata, reported
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
Abbott in the local district
for
BY THE WEEK
Judge
Txia
Lincoln
Lunas, Lovlngton.
and Tuesday.
court
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
Monday
MescalMadrid, Malaga, Maxwell,
Monuero, Mesilla Mills, Montoya,
Tax Case In Court.
Mora,
ment,
Moriarty, Mosquero,
The Chaves county tax case hearing
Mountain Park Mount Dora.
court
Naranjos, Nara Visa, Nolan, Xorth started in the state supreme occuthis morning, and will probably
Des Moines.
Obar, Ocate, Ojo Callente, Old Albu- py the entire day. The title of the
case is the South Springs Ranch and
querque, Onava, Organ, Orogrande,
Park View, Pastura, Pecos, Pena- - Cattle company et al., vs. the State
The action
blanca, Penasco, Pinos Altos, Puerto Board of Equalization.
de Luna.
questions the right of the Btate board
to make the raises it did on different
Quay, Questa.
Sole Agenti For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Taos, Red classes of property, and from the arRamah, Ranches of
River, Reserve, Rincon, Rock Island, guments developed during the mornALFALFA SEED. All kladt of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packaii Rodeo, Rodey, Rosa, Roy.
ing it was evident that the main quesSaint Vrain, San Jon, San Pedro, tion at issue would hinge on the meanSan Rafael, Shiprock, Shoemaker, So ing of the words "adjust and equalThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
ize," which are used in the law in de
lano, Steins.
Taiban, Thomas, Thoreau, Tierra scribing the duties of the state board
Amarilla, Tinnle, Tolar, Tres Piedras, of equalization.
Phone Black
Van Houten. Velarde, Vermejo Par!-- ,
After eornet Preliminary argument
"-- 4rk
Watrous, White Oaks, Whitewater, all the attorneys In the case agreed
Demo-jcrat-

market went off rather more decisithe jump in call money to 10
per cent.
The market closed easy. Disquieting
reports of industrial conditions accentuated the downward movement of
the final hour. Some large blocks of
steel were sold and pressure on railroad stocks was rather more effective.
United States Realty fell over six
on liquidation induc- points to 10
jed by disturbed conditions in the real
Mexican Petroleum
estate situation.
preferred jumped up 8 points.
vely on

THE SECOND
NUMBER IN THE

of important

THE SPOILS SYSTE

F. AN

ANOTHER

HELO IN MANY

ALMOST

and

TO BE

CITIES TO SELECT

CIVIL

Ml"

SPICES

Auto Delivery

1

FRIDAY,

valuable.

-

Mr. Bradford Is a self made man.
Ho once drove n cab for a rich man
and has shoveled ashes out of n dark
cellar at 4 o'clock In the morning while
getting Ills own education.

mil STREET.
New York, N. Y., Nov. 28. With
dealings on a contracted scale, trade
ers found it difficult to move prices
today, excepting a few isolated places.
Amalgamated was sold speculatively
on the halt in the demand. The outward movement of gold continued,
3,100,000 being sent to Canada and
The out$(100,000 to San Francisco.
look for depletion of surplus reserves
on this account were reflected in the
Call money, after
money market.
opening at 5 per cent rose to S. The
general movement of stocks was un
usually narrow and the market most
of the time was at a standstill.
Previous rise of a point In Union
Pacific was cancelled when the entire

-

V

V

NOTICE TO MILK CONSUMERS
November 26th, 1913. X
Owing to the advance in the
f
we are ob- price of all
liged to increase the price of
milk, such increase taking effect X
December 1st, 1913, as follows:
Milk in quart bottles, 12c per
quart; milk in pint bottles, Cc X
per pint.
Yours very respectfully,
SANTA FE PRODUCTS CO. X
feed-stuf-

X
V
U
X
X

XX-SVXXX-

1

S

would be none of

it roast-

ed. The Kale of Schilling's
Ilesst is increasing because

the number of people who
demand the best coffee is
increasing. Ask for it.
The best time to buy Schillings Best is today.

Chinese Lily Buibs
15 Cents a Piece
The Clarendon Garden,
SANTA FE, N. M.

PHONE 12

OUR UNPARALLELED

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

1

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us In
7 or 8
good condition, an understroke model 6,
PreRemington Typewriter or underBtroke Smith
mier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine If you like, and w
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.

Blue-wate-

.R....-4-

I

v

SOLD ON THE

Easy Payment Plan.

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS

Gren-ville-

HOTEL DE VARGAS
WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

LEO HERSCH

1

45

MONARCH

SMITH PREMIER

REMINCTON

One Month, $3.00

Six Months, $ J 5.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

Paragon Ribbons

OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARBON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
In completeness.
They are the leading lines not only in quality, but
exact ,
And this completeness makes it certain that we have got the
YOU.
for
ribbon and carbon paper

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.
(

111 South Fourth

St

Incorporated )

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

